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1             February 5, 2016      10:18 a.m.

2                P R O C E E D I N G S

3             MS. SEDOR:  Let's go in the record.

4 Good morning.  This is Friday, February 5th, 2016,

5 and this is the continuation of the evidentiary

6 hearing in EFSB 14-4/DPU 14-153/154.

7             A couple of quick procedural items to

8 place in the record that we discussed off the record

9 earlier this morning:  No. 1, the parties have

10 agreed that the only Vernhunt witness that they wish

11 to examine is Ms. Jacobs.  However, a footnote to

12 that:  Vernhunt itself may present any of its other

13 witnesses that it may wish for examination.  But the

14 only witness who is required to appear to testify is

15 Ms. Jacobs.

16             Second, and connected to that, we do not

17 yet have a date in which Ms. Jacobs will be asked to

18 appear because the company has informed us that

19 there will be some delay in their being able to

20 finish up acquiring the traffic data that we need to

21 have before examining the company's traffic

22 witnesses or Ms. Jacobs.  The company has told us

23 that it hopes to get the traffic data to us sometime

24 between now and the first week of March, such that
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1 we could presumably hope to hold the hearing dates

2 with the company's traffic witnesses and Ms. Jacobs

3 during the first week of March.  That will,

4 obviously, need to be nailed down further as the

5 company lets us know how it's progressing with

6 finalizing the traffic data.

7             And the Bench will address with

8 hopefully some more specificity before the end of

9 the day what we're going to do with respect to the

10 18th and 19th of February, which are already

11 scheduled for hearing in traffic.  My thinking is

12 we'll probably keep those dates and we'll use them

13 for environmental impacts, but we need to think

14 about that a little bit before we make a decision in

15 that.

16             Also, the company has informed us that,

17 in response to a request from the Bench yesterday,

18 they have looked into finding an appropriate witness

19 who can testify to real estate matters here for

20 us -- specifically, the land swap and other

21 land-related transactions that are associated, may

22 have been associated with the land swap.  And the

23 company has indicated that they will be able to get

24 back to us, in all likelihood, early next week with
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1 the name and availability of a real estate witness.

2             At this time I will swear in our new

3 witness panel and then turn the witnesses over to

4 Channel Fish -- Mr. Scobbo, I believe --

5             MR. SCOBBO:  Yes.

6             MS. SEDOR:  -- for direct examination.

7            LOUIS SILVESTRO, DONALD HAES,

8           ERIC PETERSON, AND DAVID SPAKO,

9 having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

10             MS. SEDOR:  Mr. Scobbo, your witnesses.

11             MR. SCOBBO:  Thank you.  I'd like to

12 first address the direct testimony of Louis

13 Silvestro.

14                 DIRECT EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. SCOBBO:

16     Q.  Would you please state your name, business

17 address, and occupation for the record, please.

18     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Louis Silvestro, 370 East

19 Eagle Street, fish processing business.

20     Q.  You have in front of you a document that is

21 entitled Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Louis

22 Silvestro, do you not?

23     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, I do.

24     Q.  And was that document prepared by you or
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1 under your direct supervision?

2     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, it was.

3     Q.  Do you have any additions, deletions, or

4 corrections to that document?

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Two corrections:  After the

6 third question, I began working at Channel Fish in

7 1970, not 1969.  And in the second page, after the

8 question, four lines down, "The company seeks to

9 install a substation at the western edge" -- it

10 should be the eastern edge.

11     Q.  If I were to ask you the questions that are

12 contained in your prefiled direct testimony, would

13 your answers be the same as those contained in that

14 document as corrected?

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, they would.

16             MR. SCOBBO:  With that, I'd like to have

17 this marked as Exhibit, I believe it is, Channel

18 Fish 8, because it's not premarked.

19             MS. SEDOR:  Oh, it's not premarked?

20             MR. SCOBBO:  No.  Sorry.

21             MS. SEDOR:  Then that's fine.

22             (Exhibit CF-8 marked for

23 identification.)

24     Q.  Now, Mr. Silvestro, do you have anything to
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1 add to your testimony?

2     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, I do.  As I stated, I run

3 a fish processing operation.  We strive to run 24

4 hours a day, seven days a week.  And we employ

5 approximately 100 employees.

6             I've been sitting here for four days

7 now -- this is the fifth day -- and I've hired

8 attorneys, I've hired specialists in the different

9 fields of electronics, which I do not know much

10 about.  But nobody here has been able to guarantee

11 me that if the Eversource company builds their

12 Substation, especially 20 feet away from my building

13 at 338 East Eagle Street, that it will not hurt my

14 process through the electromagnetic fields that it

15 will be emitting and affecting the sensitive

16 equipment that I have in my plant.  And I'm looking

17 for a guarantee, and no one has been able to give it

18 to me in that regard.

19     Q.  Thank you.  Dr. Haes, you have in front of

20 you a document that's entitled the Pre-Filed

21 Testimony of Donald Haes, Ph.D., CHP, do you not?

22     A.  [HAES]  Yes, I do.

23     Q.  And that is consisting of four or five

24 pages and three exhibit attachments; is that
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1 correct?

2     A.  [HAES]  That's correct.

3     Q.  And was that document, including the

4 attachments, prepared by you or under your direct

5 supervision and control?

6     A.  [HAES]  Yes, they were.

7     Q.  And could you please state your name and

8 business address and occupation for the record.

9     A.  [HAES]  My name is Donald Haes, spelled

10 H-a-e-s.  I am a radiation safety officer at BAE

11 Systems.  And I work as a certified health physicist

12 specializing in ionizing and nonionizing radiation

13 safety.  My business address is P.O. Box 368 in

14 Hudson, New Hampshire.

15     Q.  Do you have any additions, deletions, or

16 corrections to be made to your testimony?

17     A.  [HAES]  No, I don't.

18             MR. SCOBBO:  With that, I'd like to have

19 this marked as Channel Fish Exhibit 9.

20             MS. SEDOR:  It is so marked.

21             (Exhibit CF-9 marked for

22 identification.)

23     Q.  The next is a panel, and I'm going to start

24 with Mr. Spako.  Could you please state your name,
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1 address, and occupation for the record.

2     A.  [SPAKO]  David Spako, 3500 North Causeway

3 Boulevard, Metairie, Louisiana.

4     Q.  You have in front of you a document titled

5 the Direct Testimony of Eric Peterson, Ph.D., and

6 David Spako, consisting of two pages and three

7 attachments, including your CV.

8     A.  [SPAKO]  I do.

9     Q.  Was that document prepared by you or under

10 your direct supervision and control, at least as to

11 the portions that you addressed?

12     A.  [SPAKO]  It was.

13     Q.  And did you state your occupation when I

14 asked you that?

15     A.  [SPAKO]  I'm the principal electrical

16 engineer for Keystone Engineering.

17     Q.  Speak up, please.

18     A.  [SPAKO]  Sorry.

19     Q.  Do you have any additions, deletions, or

20 corrections?

21     A.  [SPAKO]  Do not.

22     Q.  If I were to ask you the questions

23 contained in that document, at least as to the

24 answers you prepared, would your answers be the same
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1 as those contained in this document?

2     A.  [SPAKO]  They would.

3     Q.  Now, Dr. Peterson, I show you the same

4 document.  Could you please state your name,

5 business address, and occupation for the record,

6 please.

7     A.  [PETERSON]  Sure.  Eric Peterson.  I'm a

8 senior principal in the technical safety and risk

9 group within MMI Engineering, at 11490 Westheimer in

10 Houston, Texas.

11     Q.  Now, with respect to the same document I

12 just asked Mr. Spako, was that prepared, at least in

13 part by you and under your direct supervision and

14 control?

15     A.  [PETERSON]  Absolutely.

16     Q.  Do you have any additions, deletions, or

17 corrections to make to this testimony?

18     A.  [PETERSON]  I just realized that the

19 rebuttal has me as senior principal.  My title

20 changed in the 1st of the year.

21     Q.  We're going to get to the rebuttal.  If I

22 were to ask you the questions contained in that

23 document, would your answers be the same?

24     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes.
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1             MR. SCOBBO:  With that, I'd like to have

2 this marked as Channel Fish Exhibit 10.

3             MS. SEDOR:  It is so marked.

4             (Exhibit CF-10 marked for

5 identification.)

6     Q.  Now, the next document I want to refer to

7 is the rebuttal testimony of Donald Haes, Eric

8 Peterson, and David Spako.  Do you have that in

9 front of you?

10     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

11     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.

12     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes.

13     Q.  What I'd like to do first of all is start

14 with you, Dr. Haes.  Did you collaborate with

15 Mr. Spako and Dr. Peterson in the answers to the

16 questions contained in that document?

17     A.  [HAES]  Yes, I did.

18     Q.  Was this document, at least as to your

19 efforts, prepared by you or under your direct

20 supervision and control?

21     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

22     Q.  Dr. Spako, did you collaborate with Dr.

23 Haes and Dr. Peterson in the production of this

24 document?
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1     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes, I did.

2     Q.  Was it also prepared by you or under your

3 direct supervision and control, as to your answers?

4     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes, it was.

5     Q.  Or your contributions, I should say.

6     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.

7     Q.  Dr. Peterson, did you collaborate with Dr.

8 Haes and Mr. Spako in the production of this

9 document?

10     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes, I did.

11     Q.  Now, I'm going to ask each of you:  Do you

12 have any additions, deletions, or corrections to be

13 made to this document?

14     A.  [HAES]  I do not.

15     A.  [SPAKO]  I do not.

16     A.  [PETERSON]  No, I don't.

17     Q.  If I were to ask you the questions

18 contained in this document, would the answers be the

19 same as that contained in it?  Dr. Haes?

20     A.  [HAES]  It would be the same for this

21 document, as would be the same for the prefiled

22 testimony, the previous document, yes.

23     Q.  Mr. Spako?

24     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes, it would.
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1     Q.  Dr. Peterson?

2     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes.

3             MR. SCOBBO:  With that, I would like to

4 have this marked as Exhibit 11, I believe.

5             MS. SEDOR:  It shall be marked as

6 Exhibit CF-11.

7             (Exhibit CF-11 marked for

8 identification.)

9     Q.  I wanted to ask you gentleman, at least the

10 three experts:  Did all three of you have a chance

11 to visit the Channel Fish facility?

12     A.  [HAES]  Yes, we did.

13     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes, I did.

14     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes, I did.

15     Q.  And when was that?

16     A.  [HAES]  Wednesday morning.

17     A.  [SPAKO]  Wednesday past.

18     A.  [PETERSON]  Tuesday night and Wednesday

19 morning.

20     Q.  Now, Mr. Spako, was there anything that you

21 observed at the facility?

22     A.  [SPAKO]  I did.  I observed a lot of fish

23 being handled very rapidly.  And as we were going

24 through the tour, I noticed the Safeline metal
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1 detector, and I also noted the amount of fish going

2 through that metal detector at a rather high speed.

3 Now I know it's 10,000 pounds an hour.

4             Right as I walked up to it, the alarm

5 went off, the buzzer rang, the belt going through

6 the metal detector stopped.  It immediately backed

7 up automatically, and their crew working the line

8 immediately started looking for the alarming object.

9             Within about a minute they found the

10 object, restarted the line, and turned around to

11 show us, and it was a staple, just like probably in

12 your paper, a little staple.  And I was rather

13 impressed.

14             And a couple of minutes later, the same

15 alarm went off, the same thing happened.  It

16 stopped; it backed up.  The same thing again, and it

17 came out with yet a smaller piece of metal, about as

18 big as a third of that staple.  I then realized that

19 that machine is critical to the operation of Channel

20 Fish and the removal of metal to meet their

21 requirements to the regulators.

22     A.  [PETERSON]  Myself along the same lines,

23 because we were together.  One of the things I

24 noticed is that the piece of equipment is not unlike
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1 what I would have used in a laboratory back when I

2 was doing research, because it is that sensitive.

3 In fact, it reminded me of -- because the

4 laboratories I've worked at are at universities,

5 what you might have at Harvard or MIT, in my case it

6 was Chicago or Texas A&M.  But it's the same

7 caliber.  And also what you would see in a hospital,

8 to ascertain fluctuations of metal, say, if you were

9 looking for that, let's say, in a body, which is

10 very, very small.  It could be something along the

11 lines of nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, for

12 instance.

13             So in essence it was basically finding,

14 instead of a needle in a haystack, finding a staple

15 in a hunk of fish that's going by.  If it's getting

16 10,000 pounds per hour and you're stopping, that's

17 10,000 pounds per hour including those stops.  So

18 therefore it was even more important.

19             What's also interesting is that

20 yesterday we put to the committee here the Urban

21 Ring Phase 2.  Within it, one of the interesting

22 items is that if you have fluctuations of the

23 electromagnetic field causing, let's say, waves to

24 be emanating at 0 to 10 hertz, it was expected,
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1 according to this -- in fact, Peter Valberg is one

2 of the co-authors in it -- that by actually moving

3 through the hertz magnetic field, you would create

4 those frequencies, and they themselves would give

5 rise to, according to this, anyway, at 0 to 10

6 hertz, up to 65 megagauss at 35 feet -- or, I'm

7 sorry, milligauss.  Big difference, nine orders of

8 magnitude -- milligauss.  And so consequently,

9 that's a substantial magnetic field.

10             And that's just based in a bus moving

11 through.  If it was a train, which is what it was

12 supposed to be designed for, it is much, much

13 higher.

14             What's important about that is that, if

15 this facility is actually next in to the substation,

16 if the truck were to pass back and forth between the

17 front and the back, let's say the loading dock or to

18 unload, whatever the function might be, its chassis,

19 that is, the semi trailer, would actually interrupt

20 the magnetic field in the same fashion, whereas

21 right now that field is not there.  Everything is

22 set for the hertz magnetic field without any

23 additional loading via substation.  So we know the

24 interference may actually exist.
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1     Q.  Dr. Haes?

2     A.  [HAES]  I think what impressed me the most

3 my second visit there -- during my first visit I had

4 six to eight hours of measuring and trying not to

5 step in people and get in people's way and looking

6 at all the equipment and figuring out where it is

7 and then trying to figure out my orientation

8 relative to where the proposed substation was.  So I

9 didn't have time to really look at what they do with

10 that metal detector.

11             This time I did.  I've got to tell you,

12 for the previous six months, in my mind, when I'm

13 thinking of metal they're looking for, I'm thinking

14 of, okay, what's the source material of the metal?

15 Well, it's knives.  You know, they get fish that's

16 cut, so it's going to be knives, knife blades, maybe

17 knife handles, maybe a screwdriver.  It's going to

18 be the grappling hooks that fishermen use that may

19 stay in -- because they get some really large fish

20 there, I mean large fish.

21             And then I'm thinking, oh, yeah, fish

22 hooks.  I've left quite a few in a fish in my time.

23 Maybe there's some fish hooks and leaders.

24             So I'm thinking metal; right?  I'm
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1 thinking they're looking for metal that's not going

2 to affect their grinder and get into their product.

3             But no, they're looking for metal.

4 They're looking for tiny pieces of metal -- because,

5 as I learned yesterday from Lou, they're not

6 providing food products to just pets, like some

7 people may think.  They're providing food products

8 which both humans and pets consume, which, by the

9 way, have the same standards for purity.  The

10 standard is zero metal.

11             So that's what impressed me the most

12 about this trip.

13     Q.  Did you observe any tests of the metal

14 detector?

15     A.  [HAES]  Yes, we did.  In addition to the

16 visit we had, the employees were setting up a test

17 to show us how the metal detector, in their minds,

18 has been interfered with in the past.  And so the

19 employees set up an experiment where they took an

20 identical metal detector -- this one's portable, but

21 it has a conveyor belt, but it's identical.  And

22 they set that up in an area that is -- can be found

23 in my prefiled testimony under Tab B as Figure 4 D.

24             If you look at that, it's at Location
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1 No. 71, and Location 71 in that drawing is in

2 yellow.  And I have it in yellow because, in my

3 estimation and based in my experience --

4             MS. SEDOR:  I'm not quick enough to be

5 quite where you are yet.  Which page is it?

6             WITNESS HAES:  It's in Page 23.  I'm

7 sorry.

8             MS. SEDOR:  Thanks.

9             WITNESS HAES:  Page 23, Figure 4 D, and

10 it's in Location 72.

11             MS. SEDOR:  Thank you, Dr. Haes.

12     A.  [HAES]  So in this room, back in July, when

13 I had originally taken the measurements, we had

14 tabulated those results for that particular

15 location; and the number for that particular

16 location can be found in Page 29, under Location No.

17 83.  And you see here where I took readings in the

18 x, y, and z axis all relative to north and south,

19 and came up with a final result of about 160 percent

20 chance that the device would be interfered with.

21 And I refer to that as percent EMI, percent

22 electromagnetic interference.  When they ran the

23 metal detector in there, not with fish, but just a

24 bare conveyor belt, with their test samples -- every
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1 couple of hours they run test samples of different

2 types of metal to make sure that the detector works.

3             One thing I noticed in that field that

4 would be around 3 or so milligauss, the metal

5 detector took a little bit longer to start up.  It

6 starts up by showing you green bars, and the green

7 bars would jump around, and eventually it settled

8 out.

9             But then there were difficulties

10 measuring a few types of metal.  And Eric, you

11 remember what they were; right?

12     A.  [PETERSON]  Yeah, especially the aluminum,

13 which is not ferromagnetic but rather still

14 metallic.  So to pick that up was very difficult.

15 It barely made it into the red, which means that

16 that would be registering that it actually detected,

17 whereas in the other room it detected without any

18 difficulty whatsoever.

19     A.  [HAES]  So then we continued in with our

20 tour, satisfied that -- I was totally satisfied

21 seeing that we could actually get something in front

22 of our eyes that we know as being compromising to

23 proper operation by either missing or getting false

24 positives.
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1             But then the employees brought the

2 identical Safeline metal detector to Location No.

3 42, and that can be found in the page before, in

4 Page 22, Figure 4 A.

5             If you notice there, I have that in

6 clear inside that rectangle there.  And I have that

7 in clear because I don't expect to have any

8 interference at levels there, because when I took

9 the readings back at the peak field environment back

10 in July, the number you can see in Page 27 for

11 Location No. 22 is much less than a milligauss, and

12 that's what I would expect to see around the metal

13 detector.  And so likewise, there is a less than 100

14 percent chance, or it is unlikely that the metal

15 detector will be interfered with in this operation.

16             So those are the experiments that we

17 observed and at least heard about the final part of

18 the experiment, the control part of the experiment,

19 in the latter part of the day.

20     Q.  Did you say Location 22 or 42?

21     A.  [HAES]  I'm sorry, 42.  I'm sorry if it

22 came out 22.  But it's 42, four two.

23     Q.  And what was your conclusion, based in

24 this?
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1     A.  [HAES]  Well, my conclusion based in

2 that -- well, first off, my estimations that this

3 type of device, this unshielded sensitive equipment,

4 that uses a magnetic field to try to detect the

5 presence of metal, would in fact be interfered with,

6 such that you would have intermittent, at least, and

7 perhaps nonoperation at an increased magnetic field,

8 a magnetic field greater than what we already know

9 it operates at.

10             And again, the Safeline metal detector

11 is tested every couple of hours during the

12 operation, and it is critical that their product be

13 known by the community as having no metal in it,

14 because it is a food product.

15     Q.  Dr. Peterson, in your visit or visits to

16 Channel Fish, what did you observe?

17     A.  [PETERSON]  One of the things was that I

18 always want to walk down a facility to see what's in

19 it, because inevitably there's something there that

20 you can't ascertain from the actual documentation

21 you might receive.  So you've got to observe things

22 that not necessarily will show up in some document.

23             And one of the things I noted, I was

24 interested in how they were extracting the heat from
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1 the fish to freeze it, and the system they use is an

2 ammonia refrigeration system.  And I was kind of

3 interested to see how much there was.  And I was

4 told there could be up to 9,000 pounds' worth of

5 ammonia, which is quite a bit.

6             For the safe operation of it, because

7 it's a toxic as well as a flammable material, there

8 are a lot of sensitive sensors that indicate if

9 you've got a release.  The IDLH, which is

10 Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health, put out by

11 NIOSH, which is the National Institute For

12 Occupational Safety and Health, and that's 300 parts

13 per million -- yeah, 300 parts per million, a very,

14 very small amount.

15             So if you're not detecting it and

16 there's a release, you can actually have people

17 collapse within the actual cloud.  So you want to be

18 able to shut those valves down rapidly to make a

19 safe shutdown of your facility.

20             And when I went up in the roof, a lot of

21 these sensors are unprotected because there is no

22 expectation that there's a substation next to it,

23 because it wasn't built for that.  And in my

24 position as a safety person, I happen to sit in the
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1 Center For Chemical Process Safety, which is CCPS,

2 in their technical steering committee.  I'm also in

3 another subcommittee, which is for facilities

4 siting.  We're coming out with a new version of the

5 guidelines for facilities siting.

6             So if I were to be -- if Channel Fish

7 was my client and we were going to locate his plant,

8 one of the things I would do is make sure that it's

9 far enough away from sensitive receptors that might

10 cause deleterious effects, reasonably.

11             And so in looking at it, I wanted to see

12 how far, the proximity of the substation to the

13 plant.  And as we heard earlier, it's 20 feet from

14 the property, and it's about 30 feet from the actual

15 equipment.

16             Well, within the guidelines for

17 facilities siting, we follow standards and best

18 practices from all different organizations -- for

19 instance, OSHA.  If you have 10,000 pounds of

20 ammonia, there are certain things that are

21 triggered.  And one of the things that Lou, the

22 owner, had told me is that they're gearing up for

23 that day when they meet that threshold, which is a

24 little over 8,000 plants or facilities in America
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1 that are at that point right now.  So those are OSHA

2 standards for safety and personnel.

3             API -- that's the American Petroleum

4 Institute -- they have two recommended practices,

5 752 and 753.  One is for occupied buildings; one is

6 for temporary buildings.  An occupied building would

7 be your facility that people are working there, the

8 people are in the office.  So there's certain

9 requirements that you would have to meet.  And the

10 facility itself now has safety standards that will

11 meet those.

12             However, the next is a thing called GAP,

13 and GAP is the Global Asset Protection, which comes

14 out of the insurance industry.  And they have

15 spacing tables, where they say you cannot have

16 anything less than certain distances.  And as the

17 client, if they came and asked me to site that, one

18 of the things is your ammonia system and utility

19 substation.  And that distance is a minimum, is 100

20 feet.

21             Standing in the roof, I was able to get

22 a picture of the surrounding community, and I notice

23 that you've got houses, parks, et cetera, as well as

24 like a school up the hill.  And right next to the
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1 facility is a tank farm, which I didn't realize was

2 there, because I didn't see it initially.

3             For a tank farm, for a tank that's an

4 atmospheric tank, which means it's not

5 pressurized -- all there is is the hydraulic head of

6 the fluid inside of it.  Because there's a certain

7 height of it, it can shoot out and ignite.

8             So as a consequence of that, you have to

9 be 250 feet from it.  And if it's a pressurized

10 tank, it's 350 feet.  I don't know if that study was

11 done, either.  But because, whenever I go to a

12 facility, I always know all the safety things, which

13 is why I asked how do you escape, because that's my

14 job in general.  So that's 350 feet.  Then the

15 question is what is it about a substation that makes

16 it so imperative?  Well, what I do is a lot of

17 consequence modeling.  So I look at, if you have a

18 release, what is going to happen, what will happen,

19 if it's toxic, if it's flammable, or if it explodes?

20             Well, to get flammability, you need to

21 break down the energy so that you have your

22 reactants cause products to occur.  And a visible

23 manifestation of that would be photons light that

24 are given off.  If you have a lot of photons, they
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1 collect together and they give you radiation.  If

2 it's visible, you can see it -- say, for instance, a

3 spark.  And yesterday we heard that there are arcs

4 in the substation that occur naturally.  And a

5 substation is considered a highly probable ignition

6 source, which is why you don't want to site right

7 next to it if you have a release.

8             So if it's flammable, initially you'll

9 see, if the reaction continues in the flammable

10 region of ammonia, which is about 15 to 30 percent

11 by volume, then you have a flame front, and the

12 flame front moves at a certain speed.  And if it

13 reaches congestion, because the atmosphere itself,

14 the air, is elastic -- if it reaches congestion,

15 where it reaches the speed of sound, where it snaps

16 -- where this front of the fire -- what happens is,

17 the air cannot get out of its way fast enough, and

18 so it snaps and reaches the sound barrier.  That's

19 your pressure wave.

20             What's important about that is that

21 anhydrous ammonia has been responsible for

22 explosions and fires, and tank farms, also.

23 Buncefield, which is a facility in the UK, had its

24 10th anniversary in the 11th of December of 2015.
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1 It was the largest explosion felt in Europe.  The

2 explosion itself was audible -- Buncefield is right

3 outside of Heathrow Airport.  It was audible in

4 Belgium, in the near coast of France, and the

5 Netherlands.

6             What it did is, it broke out windows,

7 not just a couple of blocks, but several blocks

8 around, both front and back of the window, which

9 means it was so energetic that it knocked them out.

10 Inside all that glass becomes projectiles, as well

11 as what's inside.  It registered a 2.4 in the

12 Richter scale.

13             Only 43 people were injured in it.  Why?

14 It was 6:01 in a Sunday, and it was an industrial

15 park.  That's the only reason.  There was a school

16 there.  A lot of facilities.  The reason I mention

17 that is because at the top of the hill there was a

18 school, and that would be near the business.

19             For ammonia the same thing:

20 Approximately 1,000 events have happened in the

21 U.S., approximately 940-ish.  And of that, there are

22 19 confirmed fatalities from those events.  Some of

23 you might remember West, Texas.  That, when the

24 jury's out, it may not have been anhydrous, it may
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1 also have been ammonium nitrate, but both were

2 involved in it.  And that occurred at 8:00 or 9:00

3 o'clock local time, and that -- some of us have seen

4 the pictures -- that also flattened a school.

5             Again, both of those events, we were

6 very fortunate that they didn't occur at the wrong

7 time, because what would have happened if it was in

8 a Wednesday in September between 9:00 and 3:00?

9     Q.  Thank you.  One final question, and that is

10 for Mr. Spako.  You were here yesterday to hear some

11 of the testimony and in particular of Mr. Zicko with

12 respect to the ground grid.  Do you have any

13 comments in that?

14     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.  The ground grid, by statute,

15 at least codes, is required to be within a certain

16 resistance value based in the voltage and the size

17 of the station.  For this station, it's considered a

18 transmission station -- either 1, 5 ohms is the

19 maximum resistance, 1 ohm is the target resistance.

20             So what that does is, it sets up a

21 perfect -- not a perfect, a very good ground area

22 for lightning to find.  When lightning strikes, it

23 can be many thousands or even higher amounts of

24 amps, amperes, which we all know by now, I think,
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1 the current would create a rather strong

2 electromagnetic field for moments, which would again

3 inundate Channel Fish's equipment.

4     Q.  Thank you.

5             MR. SCOBBO:  I have no further questions

6 in direct examination.  The witnesses are available.

7             MS. SEDOR:  Thank you very much,

8 Mr. Scobbo.  One comment that I'd just like to make,

9 because it might be helpful to the witnesses -- and

10 co-counsel for Channel Fish reminded me of this

11 before we got started this morning -- is that Siting

12 Board staff actually has been to the proposed

13 substation site.

14             In fact, when we held our public hearing

15 in this matter -- and it's standard Siting Board

16 practice -- the public hearing is in the evening,

17 and I know Mr. Silvestro was there.  During the day,

18 before the public hearing, we drove both of the

19 proposed and alternative routes for the transmission

20 line.  We also, with the assistance of Eversource,

21 walked the proposed substation site.  So we know

22 where East Eagle Street is, Condor Street.  We know

23 where Channel Fish is in relation to the site.

24             So when you're testifying about some of
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1 these landmarks, we do know what you're talking

2 about.  We've been out there.

3             MR. SCOBBO:  Thank you.

4             MS. SEDOR:  Ms. Keuthen, the witnesses

5 are yours for examination.

6             MS. KEUTHEN:  Thank you.  Before I start

7 that, I would just like to note that, while I

8 understand the Siting Board grants discretion and

9 latitude to all parties with regard to testimony of

10 witnesses in order to further the development of the

11 record, in this case, in accordance with some of the

12 earlier procedural schedules and memoranda that were

13 issued -- and I don't have it in front of me, but my

14 understanding was that there were two dates to file

15 testimony in this proceeding, and one was general

16 testimony that intervenors could file, and Channel

17 Fish asked for an extension of that date to file

18 direct testimony solely limited to the EMF impacts

19 in the Channel Fish facility.

20             While some of the testimony that was

21 offered this morning was of interest and I think in

22 the nature of an update, given that they visited the

23 facility yesterday -- and I think that's fine --

24 Mr. Peterson's wide-ranging testimony went well
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1 beyond his prefiled direct or rebuttal testimony and

2 did not deal with the issue or the topic of EMF.

3             The company, I guess, would request an

4 opportunity to review the transcript and determine

5 if additional discovery is -- well, is required in

6 this topic and if rebuttal testimony is warranted or

7 that this testimony be stricken from the record --

8 that is, Mr. Peterson's testimony that goes beyond

9 the issue of EMF.

10             MS. SEDOR:  I think you state the

11 situation fairly.  And you're right that it would

12 not be customary Siting Board practice to strike the

13 testimony.  However, I think your request to have

14 the opportunity to review the testimony that,

15 strictly speaking, exceeds what was expressly

16 granted -- the scope of what was expressly granted

17 is fair enough.

18             I would ask you -- the only thing I

19 would ask you is to put some kind of a date in that,

20 some kind of time frame in how long you think you

21 would need to do that.  And you may need to wait --

22 I'm not sure -- to hear more of what goes in today.

23             MS. KEUTHEN:  If I could respond to that

24 at the close of the testimony today in EMF.
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1             MS. SEDOR:  Okay.  And I'll ask you to

2 remember to bring that up.

3             MS. KEUTHEN:  Okay.

4             MR. THAYER:  Ms. Sedor, if I could just

5 very briefly address this:  Of course the company is

6 free to file any motion it sees fit, and Channel

7 Fish would only request that we have adequate time

8 to respond to that motion.

9             However, directly pertaining to Dr.

10 Peterson's testimony, Channel Fish's position is

11 that he was describing a consequence of the

12 electromagnetic interference that could occur, that

13 consequence relating to the release of ammonia at

14 the facility.  And I do believe that is marked in

15 the testimony.

16             MR. SCOBBO:  No. 1, it is.  But more

17 importantly, No. 2 -- and I think this should not be

18 lost in anyone -- Dr. Peterson was in Houston, and

19 the first time he had a chance to visit the facility

20 was in the days that he talked about.

21             So his testimony in this case, he does

22 mention sensitive ammonia sensing equipment, and

23 there is in the rebuttal testimony concern about

24 valves and the impact of EMF in both pieces of
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1 equipment.

2             And I think what Dr. Peterson was saying

3 was, all right, "I had a chance to visit it.  I saw

4 it firsthand.  And this is the consequence of what

5 would happen if there was such interference with

6 that equipment."  Just for the record.

7             MS. SEDOR:  I don't want to get into

8 quibbles about this sort of thing.  I think as

9 Ms. Keuthen began her argument with --

10             The central focus here is gathering the

11 best, most complete information that we can about

12 this project and its potential impacts so that the

13 Board can make the best possible decision that it

14 can.

15             So I'm not going to cut off testimony

16 because it may stray a few degrees in one side of a

17 line or another, but I'm also not going to cut off a

18 party's wish to have an opportunity to respond to

19 something that maybe it views as outside of the

20 scope of what it was anticipating.

21             MR. SCOBBO:  Certainly.  No problem.

22             MS. SEDOR:  So let's move in.

23             MS. KEUTHEN:  Thank you.

24                  CROSS-EXAMINATION
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1 BY MS. KEUTHEN:

2     Q.  Good morning.  Mr. Haes, you testified that

3 you are a radiation safety officer; is that correct?

4     A.  [HAES]  That's correct.

5     Q.  And your field is nonionizing radiation

6 safety?

7     A.  [HAES]  Ionizing and nonionizing radiation

8 safety, yes.

9     Q.  In looking at your resume, I don't see that

10 you've testified in an adjudicatory proceeding

11 before the Massachusetts Department of Public

12 Utilities or Energy Facilities Siting Board.  For

13 point of clarification, is that correct?

14     A.  [HAES]  I don't recall ever doing that, no.

15     Q.  So this is your first testimony before this

16 Board?

17     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

18     Q.  Have you ever submitted written testimony

19 in support of or in opposition to a proposed 115-kV

20 substation?

21     A.  [HAES]  Prior to this?

22     Q.  Yes.

23     A.  [HAES]  I can't think of any time that I

24 would have done that.
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1     Q.  How about in support or opposition of a

2 115-kV electric transmission line?

3     A.  [HAES]  The only time I can remember is, I

4 was involved with -- out in Framingham,

5 Massachusetts, and they were installing a new line,

6 as I recall.  And a company that was using the

7 facility -- I believe it was called The Money

8 Store -- they were having problems with interference

9 with some of their equipment, specifically cathode

10 ray tube, or CRT, type monitors in their computers.

11 There would be times where all of the CRTs in one

12 side of the building would bend over, and they were

13 wondering if that could have been caused by

14 electromagnetic fields.  And in fact, once we had

15 gone through, done the measurements, and they had

16 relocated, all of the equipment worked properly.

17             And the only reason why I'm questioning

18 what happened after that:  I know I was subpoenaed

19 to give direct testimony, but I don't believe

20 anything ever happened after that -- not to my

21 recollection.  That's about as close as I can come.

22     Q.  And so you think that you didn't -- you

23 submitted written testimony but you didn't do oral

24 testimony?  Is that what you just said?
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1     A.  [HAES]  Any oral testimony would have been

2 at the deposition.

3     Q.  Could I make a record request for a copy of

4 any written materials related to that proceeding?

5     A.  [HAES]  I can look through it.

6             MS. SEDOR:  Any written materials?

7             MS. KEUTHEN:  Related to his testimony

8 in -- with regard to his analysis of the magnetic

9 field interference at The Money Store in Framingham,

10 Massachusetts, as he was referring to.

11             MS. SEDOR:  I believe that's the

12 company's first record request, I believe?

13             MS. KEUTHEN:  Yes, I believe it is.

14             MS. SEDOR:  So that will be RR-EV-1.

15             (Record Request RR-EV-1.)

16     Q.  And have you ever submitted written

17 testimony in support of or in opposition to a

18 proposed switching station?

19     A.  [HAES]  I don't believe so, no.

20     Q.  Do you consider yourself an expert in the

21 standards applied by the Massachusetts EFSB in

22 reviewing proposed electric utility facilities, such

23 as substations and transmission lines?

24             MR. SCOBBO:  Objection.  Calls for a
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1 legal conclusion.

2             MS. KEUTHEN:  What's the legal

3 conclusion?

4             MS. SEDOR:  The witness can answer.

5     A.  [HAES]  I would really have to look at the

6 individual standards to see.  For all I know, they

7 contain certain areas that I really have no

8 expertise in -- for example, traffic and so in.

9     Q.  So you're not familiar with the standards?

10     A.  [HAES]  No, I'm not.

11     Q.  In preparing your testimony, did you review

12 Siting Board cases and precedent in electric energy

13 generating and transmission line proceedings?

14     A.  [HAES]  No, I didn't.

15     Q.  When were you first contacted by Channel

16 Fish to prepare testimony in this case?

17     A.  [HAES]  I was first contacted by Channel

18 Fish in July 2015.

19     Q.  And was it your testimony earlier this

20 morning that it was in July 2015 that you went to

21 the Channel Fish facility?

22     A.  [HAES]  I can look to get the exact date,

23 if you'd like me to; but I believe it was July.  I

24 can look to make sure exactly.
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1             MR. THAYER:  Could we go off the record

2 for one minute?

3             MS. SEDOR:  Sure.  Let's go off the

4 record.

5             (Discussion off the record.)

6             MS. SEDOR:  Let's go back in the record.

7     A.  [HAES]  So back in the record, yes, 60

8 hertz field measurements -- 60 hertz magnetic field

9 measurements were obtained in July 28th, 2015.

10     Q.  And you say they were obtained.  Did you

11 take those measurements yourself?

12     A.  [HAES]  Yes, I did.

13     Q.  And were there others who assisted you?

14     A.  [HAES]  Dr. Jerry Ludwig, L-u-d-w-i-g, a

15 professional engineer from Environmental Health and

16 Engineering.  He assisted me.

17     Q.  And what was the scope of issues that you

18 were asked by Channel Fish to review?

19     A.  [HAES]  I was asked to review initially in

20 whether the sensitive -- or whether the substation

21 being put next to their facility could interfere

22 with any of their operations or interfere with any

23 of the health and safety of their people.  So I

24 broke that into two parts.  The first was to review
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1 the documentation that was sent to me by Eversource,

2 to find out what was in all likelihood going to be

3 built and what the fields would be around the area.

4             And secondly was to go to the area

5 itself and complete my examination of not just the

6 Eversource source terms, which would be the power

7 lines and the substation, but also the Channel Fish

8 source terms, which would be individual pieces of

9 machinery and switching gear and so in -- but also

10 the recipients of the electromagnetic field.  The

11 recipients may either be people -- workers,

12 public -- or the recipients may be electronics or

13 portions of the electronics, or the recipient may be

14 the environment.  Maybe we're doing something in the

15 environment, changing it so it can't be used the way

16 that it's normally used.

17             So that's pretty much when I came in to

18 do the review, the part that I was focused in was

19 the sensitive equipment and --

20     Q.  Thank you.  Did you also render an opinion

21 in whether the project would have -- I think you

22 said part of it was to examine the health impacts.

23 And did you make a --

24     A.  [HAES]  I believe I said safety and health,
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1 yes.

2     Q.  Yes.  So did you render an opinion in

3 whether the EMF impacts -- whether the project would

4 have EMF impacts in human health and safety?

5     A.  [HAES]  Yes, I did.

6     Q.  And what was that opinion?

7     A.  [HAES]  My opinion was there was no

8 immediate concern for any type of mitigation or

9 anything because of health and safety concerns.  So,

10 for example, when I asked Lou, "Do you have any

11 people or any employees wearing a pacemaker," he

12 knew exactly where they were, and they knew exactly

13 what areas to avoid.  So to me that says that

14 certainly the health and safety is taken care of

15 right there.

16             As far as human exposure to

17 electromagnetic fields, I didn't find any areas

18 within the facility where a person could be exposed

19 above any established limits for human exposure.

20     Q.  You've taken measurements of ambient 60

21 hertz electric and magnetic fields for other

22 clients; is that correct?

23     A.  [HAES]  Yes, I have.

24     Q.  Have you ever modeled projected 60 hertz
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1 EMF levels for 115-kV transmission lines?

2     A.  [HAES]  Not since I first went out to the

3 Electric Power Research Institute, or EPRI, and took

4 a week-long course out in western Massachusetts.  We

5 had a chance to play with some of that software.

6 But no, I've never taken in the burden of doing what

7 Dr. Valberg does, no.

8     Q.  So you don't do any actual modeling in your

9 profession?

10     A.  [HAES]  I do not do any modeling for

11 transmission lines, I think is what you had asked me

12 for.  As far as predictive modeling, that's pretty

13 much 95 percent of what I do.

14     Q.  Thank you.  I was referring to 115-kV

15 transmission lines.

16     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

17             No, most of what I do is predictive

18 modeling for radio frequency fields.

19     Q.  Understood, thank you.

20     A.  [HAES]  Which is very much simpler.

21             MR. SCOBBO:  I'd like to have the

22 witness be able to finish his answer before he's cut

23 off, and he was not finished -- please.

24             MS. KEUTHEN:  Sorry.
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1     Q.  Could I ask Mr. Spako -- I'll ask you

2 individually.  Mr. Peterson, have you ever modeled

3 EMF levels for 115-kV transmission lines?

4     A.  [PETERSON]  No, I have not.

5     Q.  And Mr. Spako, have you?

6     A.  [SPAKO]  No, I have not.

7     Q.  Thank you.  Mr. Haes, in what projects have

8 you conducted a Monte Carlo or FTD analysis for 60

9 hertz magnetic fields that yield a distribution of

10 expected EMI values?

11     A.  [HAES]  I have never used those particular

12 analyses for EMF fields.  We use those for looking

13 at the distribution of scattering of electrons from

14 a point.  So it was the same idea, the idea that

15 we're trying to introduce not just some sort of

16 steady-state maximum, as if it's going to look like

17 that all the time, which in reality it never will,

18 but introducing variability to it, so that we can

19 actually see some spikes and some valleys and some

20 rippling, so that we get a better understanding that

21 this is not just some big steady-state field that we

22 can adjust to.

23     Q.  But you've never -- were you finished?

24     A.  [HAES]  But I did do that with radioactive
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1 materials, and again, it's the same idea.

2     Q.  But you have not done it for 60 hertz

3 magnetic fields?

4     A.  [HAES]  No, I have not.

5     Q.  A moment ago you said that you -- although

6 you didn't or you don't model predicted 60 hertz EMF

7 levels for 115-kV transmission lines, you noted that

8 you do do predictive modeling for radio frequency

9 fields; is that correct?

10     A.  [HAES]  That's correct.

11     Q.  What model do you use for that?

12     A.  [HAES]  The model that I use is a -- well,

13 there's a couple of them.  If I'm using -- if I'm

14 looking for a rooftop, then I would use a model of

15 software that I purchased from Richard Tell, that I

16 was working very closely with him and his brother

17 Stephen in developing.  This is a model that we have

18 both worked in and verified numerous times to make

19 sure of its accuracy.  And we verify that by going

20 out afterwards and making measurements, just to make

21 sure we know what we're doing.

22             Outside of the building I use the FCC

23 guidelines in OET Bulletin No. 65.  They have

24 formulas in there that dictate to us how to make
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1 these types of predictions.

2             And then once again, frequently --

3 perhaps not every time, but frequently -- I will go

4 out and confirm those numbers, just to make sure

5 that I'm right.

6             You know, by the way, I was very happy

7 when I found out later that the company hired these

8 two gentlemen to keep an eye in me.  That was

9 fantastic, because there's nothing more warming to a

10 consultant to know that somebody else is looking at

11 what you're doing and you're not just making things

12 up.

13     Q.  Mr. Haes, you mentioned two models that you

14 used.  So you don't use the SUBCALC model; is that

15 correct?

16     A.  [HAES]  SUBCALC would be totally

17 inappropriate for using for what I do.

18     Q.  And you said that you verified the

19 accuracy.  Do you know what level of accuracy the

20 model -- you mentioned two different models.

21     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

22     Q.  Do you know what level of accuracy each

23 model has?

24     A.  [HAES]  The only level of accuracy that I
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1 care about is that I never find a predicted value

2 greater than an actual value.  And no, I have never

3 seen one of those.  So therefore I know that my

4 modeling is in fact conservative.  It will overly

5 predict values.

6     Q.  Before, you said you took the measurements

7 at Channel Fish in July of 2014 -- '15?

8     A.  [HAES]  '15.

9     Q.  And were those measurements of magnetic

10 fields conducted at given locations at a single

11 point in time?

12     A.  [HAES]  Those locations were obtained at

13 several locations.  It was relatively easy for us to

14 look at the facility as a grid, where you have

15 pillars in both walls, where you can keep track of

16 where you were easily by looking at the grid line.

17 So the idea was to get at least one measurement

18 within the grid roughly equispaced.

19             However, if there may be areas that may

20 be of particular concern, like there was a piece of

21 equipment there or there was a motor there that may

22 be a source, then I would take extra measurements

23 around that area.

24     Q.  Thank you.  I understand that you took
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1 measurements at various locations.  But were

2 those -- am I correct that those measurements were

3 taken at a single point in time?

4     A.  [HAES]  Each one of those measurements

5 represented a snapshot, yes.

6     Q.  Thank you.  Mr. Peterson, you're one of the

7 authors of a report entitled Technical Note:

8 Electromagnetic Field Assessment, Channel Fish

9 Company, which has been identified as Exhibit 2 to

10 Channel Fish Exhibit 10, I believe?

11             MR. SCOBBO:  Yes.

12     Q.  Is that correct?

13     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes.

14     Q.  And your assessment concludes that the

15 introduction of a maximum anticipated additional 0.5

16 milligauss of magnetic fields from the proposed

17 substation would not cause any adverse impacts to

18 Channel Fish's operations; is that correct?

19             MR. SCOBBO:  Before he answers, can you

20 refer him to a location in the exhibit?

21             MS. KEUTHEN:  Sure.

22             MR. SCOBBO:  It appears you're reading.

23     Q.  If you turn to, again, what I just referred

24 to as -- I believe you designated it as Exhibit 2 to
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1 what you've now called Exhibit 10, Channel Fish

2 Exhibit 10 -- and in Page 2 of 7.

3     A.  [PETERSON]  Where in 2 of 7?

4             MS. SEDOR:  I think he asked where in

5 Page 7, Ms. Keuthen?  If you could direct him.

6             MS. KEUTHEN:  Yes.

7     Q.  Under the heading Four Findings, the first

8 paragraph.

9     A.  [PETERSON]  Correct.  And the question is?

10 If you could repeat it, please.

11     Q.  Your assessment concludes that the

12 introduction of a maximum anticipated additional .05

13 milligauss of magnetic fields from the proposed

14 substation would not cause any adverse impacts to

15 Channel Fish's operations; is that correct?

16     A.  [PETERSON]  The sentence -- is it the very

17 first --

18     Q.  It's the second sentence.  Perhaps you

19 could just read the second sentence out loud.

20     A.  [PETERSON]  "From an electrical engineering

21 perspective, the level of increased EMF in and of

22 itself would not be -- is not expected to cause

23 interference with or adversely impact the operations

24 of Channel Fish."
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1     Q.  Thank you.

2             MR. YOUNG:  Mr. Peterson, that was

3 recorded as "the level."  What does the text say?

4             WITNESS PETERSON:  "That level of."

5             MR. YOUNG:  When you said "that level"

6 in the sentence, what level was that cross-

7 referencing?

8             WITNESS HAES:  Can we take a moment,

9 please?

10             MS. SEDOR:  Yes, certainly.  Let's go

11 off the record.

12             (Discussion off the record.)

13             MS. SEDOR:  Let's go back in the record.

14             MS. KEUTHEN:  I believe that Mr. Young

15 had an outstanding question.

16             WITNESS PETERSON:  Again, I was reading

17 the sentence, from an electrical engineering

18 standpoint.  This is a co-authored paper, between

19 myself and David Spako.  He's the one that's giving

20 the electrical engineering perspective.  I'm giving

21 the physics or scientific.

22     Q.  I'm sorry, then Mr. Spako, it's your

23 assessment, then, that concludes that the

24 introduction of a maximum anticipated additional 0.5
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1 milligauss of magnetic fields from the proposed

2 substation would not cause any adverse impacts to

3 Channel Fish's operations; is that correct?

4     A.  [SPAKO]  I guess it is.  I don't remember

5 writing that.

6     Q.  And in doing so, you relied in Mr. Haes'

7 opinion that EMF levels within the Channel Fish

8 building from the substation may be higher than 0.5

9 milligauss; is that right?

10     A.  [SPAKO]  Please say that again.

11     Q.  In making your findings for this report,

12 you relied in Mr. Haes' opinion in EMF levels; is

13 that correct?  Did you not take EMF level

14 measurements yourself?

15     A.  [SPAKO]  Did not.

16     Q.  And so you relied -- in developing your

17 report, you relied in Mr. Haes' opinion with regard

18 to EMF levels?

19     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes, I did.

20     Q.  And those included the EMF levels within

21 the Channel Fish building from the substation may be

22 higher than 0.5 milligauss; is that right?

23     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.

24     Q.  And again, you haven't performed any
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1 analysis yourself to calculate what those levels of

2 EMF would be?

3     A.  [SPAKO]  I have not.

4     Q.  And I guess I would direct that to

5 Mr. Peterson as well, that you have not taken any

6 such measurements yourself or performed such

7 analysis?

8     A.  [PETERSON]  And what would those

9 measurements and analysis be?

10     Q.  What I just asked Mr. Spako:  to calculate

11 what the levels of EMF would be, you relied in the

12 calculations or analysis performed by Mr. Haes?

13     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes, ma'am.

14     Q.  I'm not sure as between the two of you -- I

15 understand you just said you divided up -- you just

16 stated how you divided up the report, but it's not

17 entirely clear to me, and it doesn't need to be.  So

18 perhaps if the more appropriate person could respond

19 as between Mr. Spako and Mr. Peterson -- because I'm

20 referring to the report, and I'm not sure who

21 authored which portions of it.

22             You characterized -- or the report

23 characterizes Mr. Haes' opinion as only a

24 possibility that levels would be higher than 0.5
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1 milligauss; is that correct?

2     A.  [HAES]  I'm sorry?

3     Q.  This was a question not to Mr. Haes, but it

4 refers to the same exhibit that we're talking about,

5 Exhibit 2 of the direct testimony of Eric Peterson

6 and David Spako, so I'd like one or both of them to

7 respond.

8             MR. SCOBBO:  Could you please provide a

9 reference as to where in Exhibit 2 it's stated?

10             MS. KEUTHEN:  Well, they wrote the

11 report, so I'm sort of asking about their -- I

12 probably can.  But I'm just asking them if they

13 would -- if their report was based in Mr. Haes'

14 opinion that there was only a possibility that

15 levels would be higher than 0.5 milligauss.

16             MR. SCOBBO:  If you understand the

17 question, one of you guys can answer it.  I

18 frankly --

19     A.  [PETERSON]  I don't understand the

20 question, to be honest.

21     Q.  Maybe I can help.  Sorry.

22     A.  [PETERSON]  Because within the report we

23 wrote --

24             MR. SCOBBO:  Wait until there's a
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1 question in front of you.

2     Q.  Could I direct you to the same Page 2 of 7

3 of Exhibit 2 of the direct testimony of Eric

4 Peterson and David Spako, under the section

5 Findings, the first paragraph.  It states that the

6 memorandum, and it's referring to the Gradient

7 report --

8             Actually, perhaps you could read that

9 statement.  It's at the end of the sixth line.

10     A.  [PETERSON]  Does it begin with the word

11 "we"?

12     Q.  Yes, why don't you start there.

13     A.  [PETERSON]  "We see no reason to disagree

14 with the memorandum.  The impact of the substation's

15 location may be anywhere from twice as high to ten

16 times as high."  Do you want me to continue?

17     Q.  Yes, please.

18     A.  [PETERSON]  "This means the actual levels

19 of EMF can be as high as 2 milligauss to 10

20 milligauss."

21     Q.  Thank you.  That's what I was referring to.

22 So based in that, I was asking -- my original

23 question was that you characterized Mr. Haes'

24 opinion as only a possibility that the levels would
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1 be higher than 0.5 milligauss; is that correct?

2 When it says "may be anywhere" and "can be as high

3 as"?

4     A.  [PETERSON]  As it says here, we see no

5 reason to disagree.

6     Q.  Thank you.

7             MS. SEDOR:  It's 11:30.  Ms. Keuthen, do

8 you have some more in this line, or would this be a

9 good time to take a break?

10             MS. KEUTHEN:  We can take a break.  It

11 doesn't matter.

12             MS. SEDOR:  Let's be back at a quarter

13 to 12:00.  Off the record.

14             (Recess taken.)

15             MS. SEDOR:  Let's go back in the record.

16             MS. KEUTHEN:  Thank you.

17     Q.  Mr. Haes, in your new direct testimony this

18 morning, you mentioned some additional testing you

19 did.  Were you talking about testing that you did at

20 Channel Fish yesterday or two days ago?

21     A.  [HAES]  This was Wednesday morning, and the

22 testing was -- I observed testing that the employees

23 were performing in the Safeline metal detector in an

24 area of low magnetic fields that I had established
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1 during a really hot day and then in an area of

2 higher magnetic fields that I had established in a

3 hotter day.

4     Q.  So those two locations that you mentioned

5 were locations as you had identified in your

6 prefiled direct testimony as Locations 42 and 71; is

7 that correct?

8     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

9     Q.  And you said that the testing was a testing

10 of a Safeline metal detector; is that correct?

11     A.  [HAES]  I said it was an identical Safeline

12 metal detector.

13     Q.  So same model number?

14     A.  [HAES]  It was a metal detector identical

15 to the one they use in the production facility.

16     Q.  And a Safeline, we're talking about?

17 Safeline is the manufacturer?

18     A.  [HAES]  Safeline is the manufacturer of the

19 metal detector.  That's the name, the name in it.

20     Q.  What tests did you undertake to ensure that

21 the metal detector was working properly before that

22 test?

23     A.  [HAES]  That test was done after the test

24 where they had the improper results.  So, in other
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1 words, the first test that I was aware of is the

2 tests they were doing in the area that had the

3 higher EMF level, which would be at Location No.

4 42 -- I'm sorry, 71.

5             They had tried it initially in 71, which

6 had the higher EMF levels when I was there in

7 July -- I'm sorry, 83.  Strike that.  So they

8 started at 83, which had what I considered to be

9 higher levels of EMF -- it was around 3

10 milligauss -- in a very hot day.  I would expect it

11 to be a little bit less than that.  And this is

12 where they had the improper operation.

13             After that there was an experiment run

14 by the employees at Location No. 42, where they were

15 able to verify that the metal detector worked

16 properly.

17     Q.  And did you take measurements of the

18 magnetic fields in either of those locations before

19 you tested the operation of the metal detector?

20     A.  [HAES]  No, I did not.

21     Q.  So you relied in the magnetic field values

22 that you took in July, and that's what you were

23 referring to a moment ago?

24     A.  [HAES]  In their relative fields, yes.
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1     Q.  I'm confused about the locations.  I just

2 want to make sure I have it right.  So Locations 42,

3 and the other one was 83?

4     A.  [HAES]  83, yes.

5     Q.  Not 71?

6     A.  [HAES]  That was a later test.

7     Q.  I recall earlier this morning I think you

8 were referring to 42 and 71; is that correct?

9     A.  [HAES]  I believe I've been referring all

10 morning to 83 and 42.  If I referred to the number

11 71 or 72 in the first set of tests, then I was

12 inaccurate.  That was the next set of testing, that

13 was done later in the day.

14     Q.  So can you -- so can you tell me all the

15 locations at which testing occurred?

16     A.  [HAES]  The testings that I was informed of

17 occurred at, as I spoke earlier, at 83, which would

18 be a moderate level of EMF, I would estimate; and

19 then 42, which had already been established as a

20 lower level of EMF.  And in fact, there's really

21 nothing in there that could cause an EMF level.

22             And then later in in the day we had

23 heard testing had occurred with the same identical

24 Safeline metal detector, and that was done at
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1 Location No. 72, that's around 7 milligauss.  This

2 is getting near the switching gear.

3             And then in Location No. 71, which is

4 around 70 milligauss, and at the Location 72 we were

5 informed that the machine behaved erratically.  And

6 in Location 71, in fact, the machine had shut down

7 totally and wouldn't even operate.

8     Q.  Were there written results of this

9 additional testing, or is it just observational?

10     A.  [HAES]  Excuse me?

11     Q.  Were there written results of this

12 additional testing, or was it just observational?

13     A.  [HAES]  It was written in the event that

14 each of us received an email that had the results as

15 far as verification of the location.  But as far as

16 the actual results, these are things we saw

17 ourselves.

18     Q.  Thank you.

19             MS. KEUTHEN:  That's all I have.

20             MS. SEDOR:  Thank you, Ms. Keuthen.

21             BENCH EXAMINATION

22 BY MS. DE BOER:

23     Q.  Just a quick clarification question in your

24 testimony.  Did I understand that you were present
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1 for the testing at Locations 83 and 42 but were not

2 present for the testing at Locations 72 and 71 later

3 in the day?

4     A.  [HAES]  I was present -- the three of us

5 were present at Location No. 83.  So we were all

6 there when it started to behave very erratically at

7 that relatively low field.  At least that's what we

8 assumed it to be based upon the prior measurements;

9 and the fact that there were more EMF sources in the

10 area, that would lead us to believe that it's a

11 little bit higher than Area No. 42 would be, which

12 was near nothing.

13             As far as the visual perception, I was

14 not there personally physically for No. 42.  I was

15 there physically for the first one, at 83.

16     Q.  And 72 and 71?

17     A.  [HAES]  I was not there physically for

18 that.

19     Q.  And you mentioned that the measurements at

20 those four locations were taken under separate

21 circumstances to when the tests were run.

22     A.  [HAES]  That's correct.

23     Q.  Were the operating conditions similar when

24 the tests were run versus when the measurements were
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1 taken?

2     A.  [HAES]  No.  When the tests were run, the

3 operations included an environment -- and again, I'm

4 assuming in a really hot environment we're going to

5 have a much greater load in the plant.  Plus, that

6 evening I was making the measurements -- that was

7 July 28th, 2015 -- they were under maximum

8 production conditions.

9             Here it was not so much maximum

10 production.  I could tell that by the freezer being

11 absolutely full, which means they've got no room to

12 put anything in, so they're not under maximum.

13             And then the environment was -- well, we

14 all remember Wednesday.  It was a little bit warm,

15 but it certainly wasn't in the 90s, like it was.

16             But no, I did not come with the

17 intention of making any measurements.

18     Q.  And did I understand your testimony

19 correctly that the levels that were measured

20 previously would still be applicable to the

21 observations you made in Wednesday?

22     A.  [HAES]  Well, certainly they're -- the

23 numbers are going to fluctuate, simply because the

24 loads fluctuate over time.  But I'm more looking at
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1 roughly order of magnitude here.  So when I'm

2 looking at that number that says .7 something, I

3 call that -- that's less than a 1.  And then the one

4 that's 3, 3 something, that's around 3.  And then

5 the 7 something, that's around 7 -- less than 10,

6 but it's around 7.  And then the other one around

7 70, well that's just the highest number we're going

8 to see in this particular area, at least in this

9 chart.  And so that gives us a high number.  So I

10 was looking at more of a perspective of numbers.

11     Q.  So I take it to mean that areas that you

12 felt were high would still be high in the day that

13 you observed in person in Wednesday?

14     A.  [HAES]  That made sense to me, yes.

15     Q.  Thank you.

16     A.  [SILVESTRO]  May I add?

17     Q.  Please.

18     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I have a compressor room with

19 a lot of ammonia refrigeration compressors and

20 everything else that helps the system to run.  We

21 first had it in there, and another part of the test,

22 my employees brought it over to the electrical room.

23 That's where it acted up.  We're laymen.  We don't

24 know.  But we are under the understanding we're
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1 going to have problems with this metal detector if

2 it's too close to other electronic equipment that

3 creates fields.

4             When they brought, my employees brought,

5 this Safeline metal detector out where there was not

6 as much electronics, where there's just a lot of

7 dead fish, it didn't overreact.  But as soon as they

8 brought it over near my electrical room, where think

9 electricity comes in, the thing was going haywire.

10             We just wanted to prove to ourselves

11 that it does sense interference, depending in where

12 it is.

13     Q.  Thank you.  I appreciate that.

14 BY MS. SHAPIRO:

15     Q.  Good morning.  Actually, it's afternoon.

16 Dr. Haes, and if someone else has an answer in the

17 panel -- Dr. Peterson or Mr. Spako or Mr. Silvestro,

18 please answer it.

19             I think earlier you said that the

20 SUBCALC model is inappropriate for this case or for

21 the modeling for this case?

22     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

23     Q.  Could you please elaborate in that?

24     A.  [HAES]  No, strike that.  I did not say
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1 that that was -- that was an error.  I did not say

2 SUBCALC is inappropriate for this case.  What I had

3 said was that SUBCALC software would be

4 inappropriate to use in an RF field analysis like

5 the ones that I've been doing in cellular antenna

6 installations.

7     Q.  Thank you.  And I believe in your

8 testimony, and then as concurred by Dr. Peterson and

9 Mr. Spako, I believe you talked about that, although

10 Gradient had measured the increase at Channel Fish

11 as approximately 1 milligauss --

12     A.  [HAES]  If I could just interject:

13 Gradient had predicted.  They didn't do any

14 measurements.

15     Q.  -- that they predicted -- that their

16 modeling predicted that it would be approximately 1

17 milligauss at the lot line --

18             Is that correct?

19     A.  [HAES]  That was in one of the many

20 isopleths that I saw, yes.

21     Q.  And that your testimony -- or the edge of

22 the building, I'm sorry.  And that your testimony --

23     A.  [HAES]  And I believe it was a half a

24 milligauss as it went into the building, right.
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1     Q.  Yes, okay.  And that would be, if we refer

2 back to, I believe it's isopleths of EFSB-MF-7-R 1.

3 And your testimony is that those numbers could

4 actually be as high as 2 milligauss to 10

5 milligauss; is that correct?

6     A.  [HAES]  That's correct.

7     Q.  And that was based in different assumptions

8 in your modeling than Dr. Valberg?

9     A.  [HAES]  It was based -- again, I didn't do

10 any of my own modeling in this.  This was based in

11 my analysis of the parameters that he used in his

12 modeling, and then the methodology he used in the

13 modeling.

14     Q.  And if you could turn to EV-CF-21.

15             MR. SCOBBO:  Can you say that again?

16             MS. SHAPIRO:  EV-CF-21.

17             MR. SCOBBO:  Thanks.

18     A.  [HAES]  Got it.

19     Q.  And in that answer you give some more

20 specificity of why you believe that the ranges would

21 be from 2 milligauss to 10 milligauss; is that

22 correct?

23             And do you still agree with this answer,

24 and that -- I think you talked about that the
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1 increases could be by a factor of 2, or be too low

2 by at least a factor of 2?  Is that correct?

3     A.  [HAES]  One minute, please.

4             Right, I believe that the term I used

5 was "3 dB," which would be a factor of 2.

6     Q.  And so the measurements that Gradient took

7 and the reasons that you don't agree with their

8 modeling, and you're looking at your modeling -- can

9 you just summarize what the differences are in the

10 two modeling approaches?

11     A.  [HAES]  So I just want to set the record

12 clear:  They gave me predictions, and I gave Channel

13 Fish and anybody else that was willing to hear my

14 assessment of their predictions.  So I didn't do any

15 personal modeling to take my number to compare

16 against theirs; I just looked at how their numbers

17 were used and how that all gets put together to

18 where you get this little plot that shows these

19 straight lines that don't ever move over time.

20     Q.  And can you explain a little Item 3, about

21 how Gradient fails to account for the harmonics of

22 the frequency, of the 60 hertz frequently?

23     A.  [HAES]  Certainly.  Anytime you're

24 producing an electromagnetic field, whether it be
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1 what's called an ELF field, which is extremely low

2 frequency field -- and by the way, extremely low

3 frequency fields, or ELF fields, are just above DC

4 fields in the electromagnetic spectrum and they are

5 just below VLF, very low frequency, fields, but

6 they're both in the electromagnetic spectrum.

7             Anytime you have an electromagnetic

8 source, there is the possibility that that source

9 can generate not just the primary signal, but it can

10 generate multiples of the primary signal.  The

11 multiples of the primary signal rarely, if ever --

12 sometimes they can -- have a stronger signal than

13 the primary signal.

14             So the strength of the signal was not my

15 concern; it was the presence of the signal.  And I

16 got that from, when I first read the Gradient

17 report, it specified only a 60 hertz signal, when in

18 fact I know there is going to be more than just 60

19 hertz.  There could be the second, third, fourth,

20 fifth harmonic of 60 hertz.

21             And that becomes important in the

22 interference issue because if you only have one

23 signal, you've got a good chance of either adjusting

24 to it or filtering it out somehow so that that one
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1 signal is no longer offending to your equipment.

2             If you have multiple signals at multiple

3 times, then it gets more difficult to, first,

4 diagnose which one of those or if all of those are

5 causing the problem, or, more importantly, how can

6 you block all that out and still have an operating

7 system that's designed to operate with it all

8 operating?

9     Q.  So does that have to do with, in your

10 rebuttal testimony, when they're talking about the

11 difference between point source and infinite source

12 and the frequency spectrum?  Or is that a different

13 issue?

14     A.  [HAES]  The topic we were referring to with

15 harmonics has to do with the frequency spectrum.

16 Again, Channel Fish was given the information that

17 only 60 hertz would be coming out of it, and we were

18 trying to convince them that they would most likely

19 see more than 60 hertz.  So that's the frequency

20 spectrum of the electromagnetic spectrum.

21             The other part had to do with dealing in

22 how energy dissipates from a source.  Remember

23 earlier I talked about the source term and the

24 victim term.  Well, in the source term we have to
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1 consider not only the intensity and not only the

2 type of radiation, but we also have to consider the

3 physical size of the source, because that's going to

4 change in the way that the recipient or the victim

5 is exposed.  If it's a long line of sources and --

6             WITNESS HAES:  For your sake, I'm homing

7 out a long line here --

8     A.  [HAES]  -- it doesn't matter where I move,

9 left to right, relative to that line:  I'm still

10 being exposed to the same-intensity field.  So it's

11 not moving much left to right.

12             If this was a point source -- say, for

13 example, a stepdown transformer -- whether I move

14 left or right, I'm moving away from that source, and

15 there's going to be less of a field.

16             Now, when I go back to that line source,

17 if I move left to right, there's not much of a

18 change, but as I move front to back, there is a

19 change.  It's going to get less as I move further

20 away.  But it's approximate -- it approximates the

21 inverse of what they call inverse R.  So every time

22 I double my distance, the dose, if you will, or the

23 intensity falls off by a factor of a half.

24             If it's a really, really small source
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1 relative to recipient, like a stepdown transformer

2 and I'm 20 feet away, then that's going to look like

3 a point source, such that every doubling of distance

4 is going to fall off by 1 over R squared, or it's

5 going to be one fourth of the original intensity.

6             So that's actually two different things

7 in that one testimony.

8     Q.  So in your rebuttal testimony -- I'm

9 looking at Page 5 -- you're stating that the falloff

10 of EMF, as stated by Dr. Valberg, does not occur at

11 the same rate when the source is an infinite source

12 as it does with a point source.  And is that one of

13 the rationales -- or that's one of the reasonings

14 that it could be higher than 1, that it could be

15 between 2 and 10 milligauss?

16     A.  [HAES]  I think the response here had more

17 to do with one of their responses.  It appeared to

18 us that Dr. Valberg was trying to apply the

19 principle of a point source to something like a

20 substation, which is, you know, saying that the

21 fields would fall off by 1 over R squared, which is

22 not really the case, because the substation to the

23 human body is going to look like one single source

24 of electromagnetic energy, and it's not going to
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1 fall off with -- like a point source does; it's

2 going to fall off much more like the 1 over R.

3             And then again, I believe there was some

4 comparison between the distance between the stepdown

5 transformer and the metal detector and the metal

6 detector and the proposed power line.  And again,

7 there is a difference in the way the fields are

8 going to fall off, because with a power line you're

9 going to have that long line source, and in that

10 stepdown transformer, and that distance away, it's

11 going to look like a point source, which means it's

12 going to be 1 over R squared.

13             And in fact, when you make the

14 measurements, you see that you don't get a whole lot

15 of contribution from that, and it's right around the

16 .2 milligauss level.

17     Q.  Okay.  And so when you look -- I believe

18 your prefiled testimony -- so first the assumption

19 is that it won't be -- that the modeling that was

20 done by Gradient of .05 -- .5 at the Channel -- in

21 the Channel Fish property is not correct, and that

22 it could be as high as 2 milligauss to 10.  And that

23 then your second point, in Page 5, it says, "It is

24 well documented that unshielded electric equipment
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1 like the mag anomaly detector may be susceptible to

2 EMF inference at levels as low as 2 milligauss."

3     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

4     Q.  Can you just elaborate a little in where

5 that statement is derived from or how that

6 knowledge -- how you made that statement?

7     A.  [HAES]  Right.  Well, first off, I relied

8 upon my experience in areas I've looked at before,

9 when I was looking specifically for interference,

10 whether it be from a piece of equipment to another

11 piece of equipment or from a power line to another

12 piece of equipment.

13             But this number, this 2 milligauss

14 number, this came from Footnote No. 7, at the bottom

15 of Page 5 there, where in the State of California

16 they came up with this California high-speed train

17 project environmental impact report, environmental

18 impact statement, final Section 4(F), statement and

19 draft general conformity determination.

20             In this report they talked about two

21 different types of receptors, sensitive receptors

22 and then nonsensitive receptors.  And in that, when

23 they had mentioned sensitive electric equipment,

24 they had mentioned things like hospitals, research
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1 settings, and so in.

2             I know that the CEM moisture machine

3 they use, it's research-grade.  I mean, I used to

4 see that at MIT with the students all the time.  So

5 I know it's a research-grade piece of equipment.

6             So it made sense to me, you know, that

7 if all these folks in California -- and there was a

8 bunch of them in that panel, and they all looked at

9 this, and they all agreed, "Hey, you know what?  If

10 we have something that's a sensitive piece of

11 equipment, we're going to set the limit -- if the

12 company has that, we're going to set the limit at 2

13 milligauss, and we're going to see how close we are

14 to that when we do our predictions."

15     Q.  And in looking at some of the emails

16 between, I think, Dr. Valberg and Safeline, which

17 were attached to Dr. Valberg's reply testimony, and

18 then I think also to Channel Fish-2-6.

19             MR. SCOBBO:  Could you give me a minute?

20     Q.  First, I'm actually specifically looking at

21 Dr. Valberg's rebuttal testimony.

22     A.  [HAES]  Okay.

23     Q.  And the last page has the emails that were

24 between Dr. Valberg and Mr. Gonzalez, who were
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1 representatives of Safeline.

2     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

3     Q.  And are these emails, do they -- what

4 exactly do they tell us about the equipment?

5     A.  [HAES]  As I read this, Dr. Valberg was

6 requesting information relative to the unity of the

7 unit.  Originally he outlined the type of unit and

8 also the standards for which they were tested

9 against.

10     Q.  Is there any --

11     A.  [HAES]  What question has not been asked is

12 what they are testing, because they're saying here

13 that R/RB/RZ-Series Profile Units -- that doesn't

14 say that this is the entire Safeline metal detector.

15             And then if you read in into the manual,

16 you find out that it's just the power supply that's

17 being tested here.

18             So in the EN 61000 6-2 industrial

19 immunity, that's what it's been tested to.  And then

20 specifically, it's that same standard, but 4-8,

21 which is testing it for power frequency magnetic

22 fields, we find out from the company that that's

23 what they tested it to.  When we go into the

24 operating manual, we find out that that's just the
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1 power supply.

2             And it would make sense that the

3 manufacturer would want the power supply not to be

4 susceptible to any EM field in delivering its 60

5 hertz power, like the power supply to your laptop or

6 whatever.  And then the power company really doesn't

7 want the power supply to conduct any type of

8 interference onto its lines, and that's the other

9 half.

10             But as far as the metal detector itself,

11 the part that I think could be interfered with, I

12 haven't seen any information that that was tested,

13 other than what Channel Fish did.

14     Q.  So in any of these emails there's nowhere

15 that we know what magnetic fields might cause

16 malfunction of the Safeline metal detector?

17     A.  [HAES]  There's no mention of fields, what

18 could cause interference, other than, again, what I

19 saw in the operating manual, and that is to stay

20 clear of electromagnetic fields -- which, by the

21 way, they included telecommunications frequencies

22 and 60 hertz.

23     Q.  And again, I think in your prefiled

24 testimony:  So you've done work in equipment and
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1 magnetic fields but not necessarily, except for the

2 Framingham, not necessarily transmission lines or

3 substations.  And that's the same for the panel?

4     A.  [HAES]  Up until this point, I had not done

5 any work for any transmission or distribution

6 company.

7     Q.  But with regard to measuring magnetic

8 fields in equipment, is there a distinction between

9 doing an analysis based in a substation versus

10 another source of magnetic fields?

11     A.  [HAES]  Well, certainly there's a

12 difference between doing an analysis for, say,

13 personnel exposure and doing an analysis for

14 equipment exposure.  When I first started in looking

15 at this, the request was, in the back of my mind,

16 about the metal detector, but mostly it was about

17 human exposure.  So therefore you have to think

18 again about the target and the source.  In this case

19 we have a target, which is a long line of power

20 lines with a substation at the end.  It's all to one

21 side of the building.  It makes perfect sense to

22 keep a common orientation between your measurements.

23             Secondly is the source term.  The source

24 term was a human.  I'm sorry, folks, but to the
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1 electromagnetic wave, you're just a bucket of

2 liquid.  That's all you are.  It doesn't care what

3 you are.

4             So as this supine, straight-up-and-down-

5 because-of-our-skeleton bucket of liquid walks

6 around the workplace, we need to find out what would

7 be the highest field that could expose them.

8             And the way with a personnel exposure is

9 that you would do a root sum square.  That is that

10 you would take the vector in the x direction, and

11 then let's say the field is coming in here.  This is

12 the only field that's coming in; you're done.  But

13 if it's coming in like this, then you have to find

14 the vector sum between measuring in this direction

15 and then measuring in this direction, and then

16 through the Pythagorean theorem you get the result

17 of it.  If it's a little bit more off because we're

18 thinking of three directions, three dimensions, then

19 we have to take the root sum square.

20             However, I'm thinking of equipment.  I'm

21 thinking of source term, which is different than

22 Eversource.  Eversource isn't here yet.  So I'm

23 thinking of, when I'm making ambient measurements,

24 what are the source terms?  As I looked around, I
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1 could see source terms of various sizes and

2 positions.  I saw, you know, wiring that was really

3 small and tangled around.  You know, I saw

4 controller boxes that were -- in one pipe I saw a

5 controller box that was set up level, another one

6 kitty-corner to it, another one sideways to it.

7             So I was trying to think of how can I

8 tell Channel Fish what the potential exposure to

9 these source terms are when they're not the same

10 bucket of water that we see for a human?

11             So what I did there is, I took the root

12 mean square of the data.  But you'll notice in my

13 reports I left the raw data right there.  In the

14 Gradient reports we just get one number, with no

15 indication of where it's coming from and so in.

16 When I took the measurements, I gave you the X, Y,

17 and Z.  So I'm not going to do it.  Somebody someday

18 can go back and say, okay, these are the approximate

19 locations of the sources based upon the relative

20 intensities of the vector.

21             So I was looking at it more from an

22 equipment standpoint, and it just made sense to me

23 to use more of a -- a more conservative averaging

24 way to present the data than a root sum square.
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1             And then to keep it in continuity

2 between the two sections of my document, which first

3 was -- had to do with personnel exposure and the

4 second had to do with EMI, I just left it as RMS,

5 because, after all, the numbers aren't that much

6 different.

7     Q.  So when you're looking at -- I'm looking at

8 Exhibit B, and that would be of your testimony.

9 It's the environmental -- excuse me, electromagnetic

10 field assessment, Channel Fish Company, Inc., that

11 was prepared in December 18th?

12     A.  [HAES]  I'm sorry, what are you looking at?

13     Q.  The electromagnetic field assessment,

14 Channel Fish Company, Inc., that was accepted by you

15 in December 18th, 2015.  So if I'm looking at Page

16 2 -- so I believe that you and the company agree

17 that the issue here is not necessarily personal

18 health and safety; it has to do with -- any increase

19 in magnetic fields have to do with the effect in the

20 equipment, not personal health and safety.

21     A.  [HAES]  What happened is, my initial focus

22 was in --

23     Q.  Before you -- if you look in Page 2, it

24 says "negligible-intensity impact in personal health
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1 and safety."  So for health and safety we get

2 negligible-intensity impacts.  That's correct?  That

3 was your finding?

4     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

5     Q.  And then when we get to the equipment, we

6 have moderate-intensity impact.

7     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

8     Q.  Can you explain a little -- I know it

9 discusses in the next page -- but what moderate-

10 intensity impact reflects?

11     A.  [HAES]  I pretty much modeled this exactly

12 from that California study.

13     Q.  So in terms of, if you found that there's a

14 moderate-intensity impact, that is something, here

15 it says that will result in EMF levels above that

16 which present a substantial risk of adversely

17 affecting the normal operation of unshielded

18 sensitive equipment.

19     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

20     Q.  That's the bottom line of your study,

21 really.

22     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

23     Q.  Here it says an additional 1 to 2

24 milligauss.  Can you explain how that relates to the
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1 2 to 10 that we were talking about earlier?

2     A.  [HAES]  What I'm saying here is that this

3 is not making a comparison to any particular report.

4 But what I'm saying is that, if we were to get 1 to

5 2 additional to what we already have, this would

6 present another area of moderate risk.

7     Q.  And in your opinion, I believe yesterday

8 Dr. Valberg, we were asking him some questions about

9 shielding, in terms of mitigation.  Subject to

10 check, I believe his testimony was basically that,

11 since it's a low amount of magnetic field increase,

12 or he's talking about between, I guess, the .5 and

13 the 1 milligauss, that shielding would not be

14 effective.  Do you have an opinion in that at the

15 same time?

16     A.  [HAES]  Yeah.  Actually, I'm going to ask

17 for help here.

18             But what I do know is that during the

19 1990's, when there was a big fear about exposure to

20 electromagnetic fields, there were some companies --

21             WITNESS HAES:  Dr. Valberg, you might

22 remember this.

23     A.  [HAES]  There was a company, there was a

24 bank in Cambridge that chose to shield all of their
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1 employees with a material called MuMETAL, that was

2 supposed to block magnetic fields.

3             My former boss at MIT made the mistake

4 of putting lead over some wires, trying to block the

5 magnetic fields, after I told him it wouldn't work,

6 and no, it didn't work, it didn't do anything.

7             So I believe what Dr. Valberg was

8 talking about yesterday was active field

9 cancellation.  I know I talked earlier about The

10 Money Store.  There was a time in the early '90s

11 when a lot of people's cathode ray tube computer

12 monitors, their CRTs, or video display terminals,

13 VDTs, as they called them, were being interfered

14 with by electromagnetic fields.  It was quite

15 prevalent.  One company came up with a shield that

16 would do active cancellation and then reduce the

17 effects of the magnetic field.

18             I'm not too sure if that's what Dr.

19 Valberg is talking about.  So if it's all right, I'd

20 like to pass it over to somebody with more

21 experience in that.

22     Q.  Sure, either --- anybody can answer, either

23 Dr. Peterson or Mr. Spako.

24     A.  [PETERSON]  Well, there's a limit to how
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1 much it will work, and it's a matter of seeing how

2 much of the material that you do have.  So you have

3 to do an investigation to see what is the

4 environment that you put it in.  It may only

5 minimally reduce the effect of the magnetic field.

6 There will be an interaction of some sort, but

7 without seeing it, I don't know how much.

8     Q.  I wonder if anybody -- please, anyone,

9 provide the response:  So hypothetically, you're

10 saying that the results are 2 to 10 milligauss and

11 anything over 2 could potentially affect the

12 equipment at Channel Fish.  What mitigation actions

13 or activities or items would you suggest or that

14 could be used --

15     A.  [HAES]  Well, No. 1 would be -- I think Dr.

16 Valberg picked out No. 1 in his mitigation chart,

17 and that is to create some distance between the, you

18 know, offending source and in this case the victim,

19 Channel Fish -- increase the distance to down to

20 where you in fact are indistinguishable above

21 background level.

22     Q.  Is there a distance that -- is there a

23 particular distance that you could talk about that

24 would provide assurance -- not assurance -- that
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1 would mitigate any effects, in your opinion?

2     A.  [PETERSON]  Is that for all of us?

3     A.  [HAES]  I'm sure there's people here that

4 would tell me what position would be best.  But I'd

5 have to look at -- I know yesterday we had talked

6 about perhaps getting some modeling with a third

7 transformer.  Maybe someone in Gradient could give

8 us just a bare model, a scale model, but without

9 any, you know, ground showing underneath, and then

10 maybe we could figure out how far away.  If we could

11 get the isopleths down to a tenth of a milligauss,

12 maybe, we'd see how far away we'd have to be.  This

13 is just a guess.

14             MR. SCOBBO:  Based in the harmonics?

15 Based in the 2 to 10?

16             WITNESS HAES:  Well, the question was

17 based in the 2 to 10.

18     A.  [HAES]  I'd pretty much have to -- have to

19 do a complete review again.  I mean, I can't say

20 that if you're 100 feet it's going to be fine.  I

21 just don't know.

22 BY MS. SEDOR:

23     Q.  So what do you need to do that?

24             MR. SCOBBO:  Would you like to take some
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1 time to think about it?

2     Q.  Well, can we make a record request and then

3 give you the opportunity to have a week or so to

4 figure that out?

5             MR. THAYER:  If that would be helpful to

6 you.

7             WITNESS HAES:  Yeah, sure.

8     Q.  Maybe you're actually the best person to

9 frame for us your understanding of what we're asking

10 you to do.

11     A.  [PETERSON]  I have a question in that.

12     Q.  Go ahead.

13     A.  [PETERSON]  Is this with respect to

14 interference in equipment or health and safety only;

15 right?

16     Q.  Not in health, just in equipment.

17             MR. SCOBBO:  Did you not use the term

18 "health and safety"?  Did you not use the term

19 "health and safety"?

20             WITNESS PETERSON:  Just now?  Health and

21 safety.

22     Q.  Let me check with Ms. Shapiro.  But I think

23 at this point health and safety are not what we're

24 focused in.  We're focused in interference with
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1 equipment.

2             MR. THAYER:  Could I ask a question that

3 may help clarify?  Is the Board asking the witness

4 to state the distance at which it would be safe to

5 the equipment to locate the substation?

6             MS. SHAPIRO:  Right.

7             MR. THAYER:  To which the witness has in

8 his reports indicated that some degree of very low

9 milligauss, perhaps .1, perhaps .5 -- whatever it

10 is -- is not going to pose interference.  So the

11 question really boils down to how far away does the

12 substation have to be so that the fields it is -- or

13 so that the affected equipment is only getting .1 to

14 .5, whatever the appropriate amount is, milligauss

15 EMF.

16             MR. SCOBBO:  I want to make sure the

17 term "equipment" includes the other items, not just

18 the metal detector.

19             MS. SEDOR:  Well, I'm going to get to

20 that, because that's a question mark in my mind.

21 It's what exact equipment are we talking about here.

22             MR. THAYER:  But for the distance

23 purposes, it's everything.  It's any device in the

24 world.
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1             MS. SHAPIRO:  And it would also be

2 helpful to look at, I believe -- there's a few

3 different maps in the petition that show the site

4 and the location of Channel Fish and the proposed

5 substation, and then there's vacant land in the rest

6 of that parcel.  And so that might -- he doesn't

7 have to do mathematical -- might not have to do

8 mathematical calculations.  But it would also be

9 helpful if you could look at that parcel and see if

10 there is somewhere in that parcel that would be an

11 appropriate location.

12             WITNESS SILVESTRO:  How about the parcel

13 in Chelsea?

14             MS. SHAPIRO:  First let's concentrate in

15 this parcel.

16 BY MS. SEDOR:

17     Q.  I think the way Mr. Thayer has stated it is

18 accurate.  The bottom line is pretty simple.  We're

19 asking, if we could magically pick the substation up

20 and move it over, how far would we need to move it

21 over to remove the potential adverse impact of the

22 EMF in Channel Fish in your professional opinion?

23     A.  [HAES]  Assuming everything the same;

24 right?
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1     Q.  Yes.

2     A.  [HAES]  You'd build it all the same, the

3 same lines coming in, that sort of thing?

4             WITNESS HAES:  Peter?  Can I talk to

5 Peter?

6             MR. SCOBBO:  No.

7             MS. SEDOR:  No, not really,

8 unfortunately.  That would be the better way to go.

9             WITNESS HAES:  I'm used to being in the

10 real world.

11     Q.  And I think your comment, I think it does

12 make sense, subject to input, maybe, from Mr. Young,

13 that you do that based in the results we get back

14 with respect to having all three transformers there,

15 rather than just the two.

16     A.  [HAES]  Right.  And I think the concern I'm

17 having is that if we model this transformer way over

18 here, well, then maybe it would have been totally

19 different because the lines would come in different.

20 Help me.

21 BY MR. YOUNG:

22     Q.  It wasn't my question.  But I'm just

23 thinking it through a little bit myself.  Your

24 original -- I thought the question originally was
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1 what information would you need in order to

2 determine the distance, and it's kind of turned into

3 how far away would that be.  So I guess I would like

4 to talk to you about which of those is going to work

5 better.

6             So, Dr. Haes, do you think there is

7 information that -- based in what we have right now,

8 where you could answer Ms. Shapiro's question in how

9 far away you'd be comfortable for no interference

10 with equipment at Channel Fish -- not any equipment

11 that might exist in the universe, but equipment at

12 Channel Fish?  Do you have enough information right

13 now to be able to give an answer to I think what Ms.

14 Shapiro's question was?

15     A.  [HAES]  Give me one minute here.

16             MR. THAYER:  Could we go off the record

17 for one minute?

18             MS. SEDOR:  Yes.

19             (Discussion off the record.)

20             MS. SEDOR:  Let's go back in the record.

21     A.  [HAES]  In answer to the question:  I would

22 say that if Eversource would provide the same type

23 of study, with isopleths of magnetic fields, but

24 include the third transformer and all the
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1 equipment -- in addition, give us the rest of the,

2 not just the resultant, but the three-dimensional

3 plots, which I understand is right there in the

4 software -- in addition to explaining any type of

5 harmonics that we might be exposed to -- we're

6 concerned about those as well -- and then -- and

7 with the harmonics, know what type of spectrum of

8 electromagnetic fields is coming out -- and then

9 some assurance that all of the uncertainties,

10 mathematical uncertainties and otherwise, have been

11 factored in so the model does represent the highest

12 peak -- show us the peak and then the fluctuation.

13             (Pause.)

14             MS. SEDOR:  The Bench is ready whenever

15 everyone else is set.  We're still in the record.

16 Mr. Young, I think, is going to converse with

17 Mr. Haes.

18     Q.  Dr. Haes, we have an outstanding record

19 request of the company in which they are being asked

20 to evaluate or give us new isopleths including a

21 third transformer.  You were familiar with that

22 record request from yesterday?

23     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

24     Q.  If we added into that -- if we were able to
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1 add into that record request to the company that

2 they include the 3-D presentation that redid -- it

3 was discussed yesterday as a potential output from

4 that program, would that combination of information

5 be enough for you to give us a pretty good answer to

6 the question?

7             MR. SCOBBO:  What question would that

8 be?  "To the question"?

9     Q.  The question being:  How far away would you

10 need to move the substation as currently laid out,

11 just moving it laterally to the west, I think it

12 would be?

13     A.  [HAES]  It still doesn't give us

14 information relative to harmonics and also any

15 fluctuations of the model.

16     Q.  I have some other questions for you, and so

17 I haven't really started in those.  So we may get

18 tangentially into that.  So I think we're going to

19 hold off.

20     A.  [HAES]  Table it.

21     Q.  Table that question, yes.  Thank you for

22 the right word there.

23 BY MS. SHAPIRO:

24     Q.  In the discussion of mitigation -- so we
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1 talked about distance, and then I believe earlier we

2 talked about some shielding, and there was -- I

3 believe your conclusion was that it really depends

4 in different factors.  Is there any other form of

5 mitigation that anyone in the panel --

6     A.  [HAES]  Yes.  One would be to limit the

7 load.

8     Q.  And do you know how much you would limit

9 the load by?

10     A.  [HAES]  Those numbers would have to be

11 worked out.  But certainly since the current follows

12 the load, if you limit the load, you limit the

13 magnetic fields.

14     Q.  And so therefore, if you increased it to

15 three transformers, is it your opinion that the

16 magnetic fields would actually increase?

17     A.  [HAES]  If you are bringing more load down

18 the lines because of your third transformer,

19 absolutely.

20     Q.  And are those the three forms of

21 mitigation, or are there any others?

22     A.  [HAES]  Time, distance, and shielding.

23     Q.  Thank you.  And Mr. Silvestro, can you tell

24 me, have you had discussions with the company in
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1 regard to location of the substation or any other

2 mitigation proposals?

3     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Have I had discussions with

4 the company in regard to location of the

5 transformer?

6     Q.  About locating the substation some -- about

7 the location of the substation in regard to your

8 facility and proposing any other mitigation.

9     A.  [SILVESTRO]  The company came to me quite

10 some time before they started looking next door and

11 were wanting to buy my property to put the

12 substation in.  Is that what you mean?

13     Q.  I'm just looking at any discussions that

14 you had with the company concerning --

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I had discussions with the

16 company, and they went and got a company to do an

17 assessment of the value of my company, because they

18 were interested in buying my company.  And after

19 that valuation came out, I never got a return call

20 to my many calls to them to find out what their

21 intention was.  So it was dropped.

22             I can see now, from all the work we've

23 been doing, all the information we've been

24 gathering, they were talking to the City, I can
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1 assume, about putting it next door; so they were not

2 interested in talking to me any more.

3             But as far as where it was to be put in

4 338 East Eagle Street?  No, I never had any

5 discussions with them about where to put it.

6     Q.  Thank you.

7     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Other than that I didn't like

8 it there.

9 BY MS. DE BOER:

10     Q.  Just one question that brings us maybe

11 closer to the 20,000-foot level.  But one thing, in

12 looking at the evidence submitted I would appreciate

13 some clarity in is your position regarding why

14 levels of EMF drop off quickly from sources within

15 the Channel Fish facility in comparison to the way

16 that fields would drop off from the substation.

17     A.  [HAES]  So you can think of the relative

18 size of the source.  So I know many of us have seen

19 string lights of LEDs.  We have some lights of LEDs,

20 light-emitting diodes, outside of our buildings.

21             If we had a 50-foot string of LEDs and

22 stood 10 feet in front of them and started moving

23 backwards, we would not have less light to read with

24 as rapidly as if we only had one source out there.
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1 If we only had one source out there, every time we

2 doubled our distance, the light would fall off by a

3 factor of 4.  If we double it again, it falls off by

4 a factor of 4 again.

5             If I have a whole line of sources, like

6 a power line, in front of me, when I start moving

7 backwards, if I doubled my distance, it only falls

8 off by a factor of a half, not by a factor of 4.

9             So it falls off only, if you want to

10 think of it this way, only half as much as if it was

11 a real small source.

12     Q.  So should I take that to say that the

13 transmission lines, which are like the string of

14 lights, would be dropping off more slowly than the

15 substation, the transformers within the substation,

16 which are more of that single-location, not-a-line

17 type of facility?

18     A.  [HAES]  I thought you were referring to the

19 transformer within Channel Fish.

20     Q.  I was interested in the difference between

21 how quickly field levels drop off or point sources

22 or other sources --

23     A.  [HAES]  There's no comparison between the

24 substation size and the transformer size inside
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1 Channel Fish.  The substation is much larger than

2 the transformer within Channel Fish.

3     Q.  And the physical-size difference between a

4 transformer in the substation and the transformer at

5 Channel Fish results in a different set of

6 electromagnetic -- physics-related properties for

7 how quickly the fields drop off?

8     A.  [HAES]  Well, when you're referring to the

9 substation, you're not referring to a single

10 transformer; you're referring to a bank of

11 transformers.  So you'd have similar effects.  The

12 energy from a point further away is affected by not

13 just what comes from one generator but by two

14 generators and then by three generators.

15             And so you still have the same multiple

16 source there when compared to the single stepdown

17 transformer that Channel Fish has inside the

18 building.

19     A.  [PETERSON]  And also, if you look at a

20 source, it's the amount of energy you have, say, for

21 instance, like an energy density.  And so if you

22 have a small source, you might have the same energy

23 density as a large source.  But you take that

24 density and you multiply it by the entire volume of
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1 it to get the total energy.  And so if you're

2 looking at a large transformer, it has much more

3 energy.

4             And if you could think of it like what's

5 the effective center of it, you've already expanded

6 from it and you're still adding the energy from all

7 the pieces until you get to the very front edge of

8 that transformer, whereas if you have a much smaller

9 source, you're doing the same thing to its front

10 surface but it's very small, and so the total energy

11 emanating from that transformer is much, much

12 larger.  And if you're far enough away, you're

13 seeing pieces from both ends that are contributing

14 to what you're measuring, whereas if you have a

15 small point source, there's -- so if you have a

16 small point source, there's no contribution to that

17 energy from away from it in either side because it's

18 not part of that energy source.  Whereas when I look

19 at the transformer, I'm seeing straight in as well

20 as I'm getting contributions from other sides.  So

21 it's because it's very large.

22     Q.  And the phenomenon or process you're

23 describing is specific to electricity-type

24 circumstances or applications?
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1     A.  [PETERSON]  No, it's related to -- it's

2 related to surface areas that expand in spherical

3 dimensioning, such that they fall off as 1 over R

4 squared.  So the surface area of a sphere goes as R

5 squared, and so therefore if you had a balloon and

6 you blew it up, the thinness of the balloon would be

7 a function of the distance squared; that is, it

8 would fall off because you had the same amount of

9 material.  And that material can be used as a way to

10 explain how that energy propagates out, if it's

11 truly a point source.

12             And for a transformer, in a first

13 approximation, if you took the center of it, if it

14 was completely symmetrical, it would behave somewhat

15 like that; it's just that it would have started off

16 as a much, much larger balloon, so the thickness

17 when it came to you would be thicker, so that means

18 you would be getting more energy.

19 BY MR. YOUNG:

20     Q.  Changing topics a little bit:  Yesterday

21 there was some discussion of lightning.  Just out of

22 curiosity, Mr. Silvestro, does Channel Fish have

23 lightning rods in your building?

24     A.  [SILVESTRO]  No.
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1     Q.  Does anybody in the panel know what would

2 happen with the equipment inside Channel Fish if the

3 structure, which is metal -- Mr. Silvestro, it's

4 metal-clad in the outside?

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  No, only part of it is, a

6 freezer that was built in 1978.  It's 6-inch panels

7 with metal in each side of the panel.  The rest of

8 the building is predominantly brick, with a wooden

9 roof.

10     Q.  Thank you.

11     A.  [SILVESTRO]  You're welcome.

12     Q.  Knowing that, does anybody in the rest of

13 the panel know what would happen with the electrical

14 equipment inside Channel Fish if the building was

15 struck by lightning?

16     A.  [PETERSON]  One of the things is that the

17 portion that's brick, which is where this particular

18 piece of equipment is -- brick itself is a much

19 better insulator than, say, for instance, metal.  So

20 metal is going to more readily conduct, and so any

21 path is going to want to go down the metal, which is

22 off in the other end.  The brick part won't be

23 affected as much.

24     Q.  So how does that affect what's -- how does
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1 that go to how the equipment would be affected by a

2 lightning strike?

3     A.  [PETERSON]  Well, internally there may --

4 there's probably going to be -- you would see some

5 type of an effect from it.  But as I say, the brick

6 itself will be insulating.  If you had an instrument

7 that was down in the portion that's metal, it would

8 have a greater effect.

9     Q.  Okay.

10     A.  [PETERSON]  But what it is we haven't

11 measured, so....

12     Q.  Dr. Haes, would you look at your rebuttal

13 testimony at Page 8.

14     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

15     Q.  As you might guess, I'm old enough to have

16 been in a car with an AM radio in.  How do you know

17 that the AM radio interference that you describe

18 from driving under a transmission line is from the

19 60 hertz frequency?

20     A.  [HAES]  Because when you drive away, it

21 goes away.  There's no other source term.  It's just

22 a power line, no other source term.

23     Q.  So at that location do you think --

24     A.  [HAES]  I'm talking about many locations.
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1     Q.  Well, this is just a speculative -- the

2 location you were -- the imaginary, I guess,

3 location you were talking about when you described

4 that phenomenon.

5     A.  [HAES]  There are real locations that I

6 know of in Nashua that you can't listen to AM radio

7 when you're driving near a substation.

8     Q.  In your rebuttal you were talking about a

9 transmission line; right?

10     A.  [HAES]  Right.

11     Q.  Is that true:  if you drive under with AM

12 radio under a transmission line, and let's make it

13 one that's not next to a substation, do you get that

14 interference?

15     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

16     Q.  And it's your contention that from the

17 transmission line, there's no other frequencies

18 coming off that?

19     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

20     Q.  You've described measuring or modeling -- I

21 forget which -- for radio frequency --

22             Let me back up just a little bit.  Your

23 specialty is ionizing and nonionizing radiation;

24 correct?
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1     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

2     Q.  And so you're talking about -- are you

3 limiting yourself to any part of the radio frequency

4 spectrum?

5     A.  [HAES]  No, DC to cosmic.

6     Q.  And cosmic is a very-high-frequency radio

7 frequency wave?  I don't remember.

8     A.  [HAES]  It's ionizing radiation.

9     Q.  Okay.  And DC would be a frequency of zero?

10     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

11     Q.  Were you talking about -- I just don't

12 remember.  Were you talking about measuring or

13 modeling for a rooftop?  I think at that point you

14 were talking about radio frequency; correct?

15     A.  [HAES]  I've done both.

16     Q.  You were talking about radio frequency at

17 that point; right?

18     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

19     Q.  And was that -- for a radio tower, that

20 radiates at radio frequency; correct?

21     A.  [HAES]  They were antennas, yes.

22     Q.  When you measure in the top of a building,

23 can you distinguish whether that is radiation at

24 radio frequency or some kind of standing field?
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1     A.  [HAES]  Some kind of standing field?

2     Q.  Yeah, that's not radiation, it's just a --

3 it's just a magnetic or electric field.

4     A.  [HAES]  My understanding of a standing wave

5 is when two waves are additive, is so the resulting

6 is higher than the original two.  So when I do

7 rooftop analyses, have I found standing waves?  Yes,

8 I have.

9     Q.  In the case of a 60 hertz transmission

10 line, if you -- are you familiar with materials that

11 block electric fields?

12     A.  [HAES]  Electric fields?  Yes.

13     Q.  Are those the same as materials that would

14 block magnetic fields?

15     A.  [HAES]  No.

16     Q.  So an electric field and a magnetic field

17 can exist without being in association with each

18 other?

19     A.  [HAES]  What do you mean by "association"?

20 I don't believe you can have a magnetic field

21 without an electric field.

22     Q.  So if a material blocks the electrical

23 field, how do you still have a magnetic field?

24     A.  [HAES]  Well, the electric field is there;
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1 you just blocked it.

2     A.  [PETERSON]  The key is that you always have

3 an electric field with a magnetic field.

4     Q.  I very often want to talk to the whole

5 panel, and I didn't introduce myself to say that.

6 Usually I'll do that.  But right now I'm just with

7 Dr. Haes.

8     A.  [HAES]  I guess I'm changing my reference

9 point to the source and to where you're referring

10 to, which is somewhere past something that you've

11 blocked it.

12     Q.  Okay.  So you're saying that inside -- I'll

13 use the word inside of the shielding they're --

14 you've got both an electric and a magnetic field,

15 and then past where you blocked it, you only have

16 one?

17     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

18     Q.  So past the point where you've blocked it,

19 is there still energy being radiated?

20     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

21     Q.  Even though one of those two fields is

22 missing?

23     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

24     Q.  We've been told -- or my understanding is
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1 that the electric field from a transmission line is

2 a function of the voltage.  Is that your

3 understanding?

4     A.  [HAES]  I'm sorry, what was that again?

5     Q.  The electric field around a transmission

6 line is a function of the voltage of the line; is

7 that your understanding?

8     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

9     Q.  Anybody else in the panel agree or disagree

10 with that?

11     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.

12     A.  [PETERSON]  That's a function, yes.

13     Q.  It's my understanding that the magnetic

14 field around a transmission line is proportional to

15 the current.  Is that your understanding?

16     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

17     Q.  The rest of the panel?

18     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes.

19     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.

20     Q.  So can you have an electric line with

21 voltage in it and no current?

22     A.  [PETERSON]  No.

23     Q.  I'm back to one.  Thank you.

24     A.  [PETERSON]  Sorry.
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1     A.  [HAES]  That I don't know.

2     Q.  Can you have an electric line with high

3 voltage and close to no current?

4     A.  [HAES]  A DC line.

5     A.  [SPAKO]  No.  One end's open.

6     A.  [HAES]  Oh, one end open.  Yeah.

7     Q.  So in that particular case you'd have a

8 strong electric field and a weak magnetic field?

9             MR. SCOBBO:  If you understand the

10 question.

11     A.  [HAES]  I believe so, yeah.

12     A.  [SPAKO]  Yeah.

13     Q.  And do you think that energy would radiate

14 from the line in that case out, you know, into space

15 or into two or three dimensions --

16     A.  [HAES]  To a point.

17     Q.  -- as electric radiation?

18     A.  [HAES]  To a point.  Near the edge of the

19 conductor you're going to get some.

20     Q.  How about in the middle?

21     A.  [HAES]  I don't believe so.

22             MR. SCOBBO:  Excuse me.  Can any of the

23 panel weigh in in your questions or answers to your

24 questions?
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1             MR. YOUNG:  For right now, I'm mostly

2 talking to Dr. Haes in that.  I guess you can

3 redirect.

4     Q.  Dr. Haes, I wrote down what I think you

5 said this morning, and you can tell me if this is

6 what you said and if this is what you meant.  And

7 this is just part of a sentence, and so I'm just

8 looking for a phrase within it.

9             What I wrote down was, "The final

10 result," and I suppose this would be -- I'll make it

11 into context by saying "being a" -- that is not what

12 I wrote.  "The final result being a 160 percent

13 chance that the device would be interfered with."

14 Do you remember saying something along those lines?

15     A.  [HAES]  I do, yes.

16     Q.  So the phrase I'm focusing in is the "160

17 percent chance."  That sounds like a high

18 probability, and I don't really understand what that

19 means.  I would ask, if it's a 160 percent chance

20 that there would be interference, what is the chance

21 that there would not be interference?  That's sort

22 of the frame I'm asking you, what you mean by that.

23     A.  [HAES]  Well, by definition, if something

24 has 100 percent chance of something happening, then
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1 it has no chance of not happening.

2     Q.  What if it has 160 percent chance of

3 happening?  How much chance is that?

4     A.  [HAES]  That's almost a doubling, 1.6.

5     Q.  But in the first case you had no chance of

6 it not happening.  So if you've doubled the chance

7 of something happening, what happens to the chance

8 of it not happening?

9     A.  [HAES]  What we're dealing with is

10 probability, and in probabilities you never have any

11 zeros.  So the idea here is that if something has or

12 has not had -- or does not have a chance of being

13 interfered with --

14             Something that has, for example, 4000

15 percent chance of interfering has a much greater

16 chance of not operating properly to the point of

17 being interfered with than something that has a 100

18 percent chance.

19             I don't believe these numbers are

20 designed to be manufacturing numbers, you know, that

21 you can assign the values.  These are just ballpark

22 values, to give us some idea in what chances we have

23 of interference.

24             I notice that the area that we had no
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1 interference, it was below 100 percent.

2     Q.  Sticking with the topic of probability:

3 There was some discussion of Monte Carlo analysis,

4 and I just wanted to check in.  That was a

5 recommendation of yours, that you think the company

6 should have done a Monte Carlo analysis.

7     A.  [HAES]  Yes -- could have done, yes.

8     Q.  Well, when you say "could have," I'm sure

9 they could have, but the reason you mentioned it was

10 that you think that they ought to have; is that

11 right?

12     A.  [HAES]  I believe I mentioned either that

13 or a Fourier transform derivatives.

14     Q.  I'm not going to attempt to ask you about

15 the Fourier transform, so I'm going to stick with

16 the Monte Carlo, if that's all right.

17     A.  [HAES]  Sure.

18     Q.  Is your understanding of a Monte Carlo

19 analysis that you look at a range of input values

20 instead of a point input value?

21     A.  [HAES]  You look at a range of input

22 values.

23     Q.  And then you have some kind of model where

24 your input values get converted to an output value;
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1 correct?

2     A.  [HAES]  Eventually, yes.

3     Q.  In Monte Carlo you have to assign

4 probabilities to different input values, or maybe

5 it's integrated over a range.  But a simple version

6 would be three different input values, and you would

7 be saying one had a 50 percent chance and so forth

8 for the different input values; right?  And that's

9 how you'd do a Monte Carlo analysis?

10     A.  [HAES]  You'd have variables, yes.

11     Q.  So my question to you, then, is:  What are

12 the input values into the evaluation that Dr.

13 Valberg did that you would like -- you think he

14 should have started with a range of?  Do you

15 understand my question?

16     A.  [HAES]  I believe so, and I believe the

17 answer would be all of them.

18     Q.  And what were those?

19     A.  [HAES]  Load.  If you look at what he

20 offered us in his -- in his testimony, the

21 parameters were very limited.  But, for example, the

22 projected operational peak load, projected future

23 peak load, direction of current relative to Station

24 131, for the transmission lines; the line load per
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1 distribution in total MVA; the distribution line

2 amperage; and then, in addition to that, the series

3 of different types of materials used, because the

4 materials can be switched as well.

5     Q.  The materials that the transmission lines

6 are constructed of?  I didn't understand that last

7 part.

8     A.  [HAES]  The materials that the substation

9 is built with -- for example, aggregate, the

10 backfill, the insulation in the conductors, that

11 sort of thing.

12     Q.  Okay.  And then -- I mean, he -- I believe

13 he told us, or he would have told us in the report,

14 that he was provided peak loads and so forth by the

15 company.  Is that your understanding?

16     A.  [HAES]  My understanding, the information

17 that he was provided was a value that the company,

18 Eversource, said would be the peak, yes.

19     Q.  Right.  So my question for you is:  Do you

20 want -- do you think he should have looked at a

21 range for what the peak value is, or are you looking

22 for the range of what -- not peak, but include off

23 peak, just all the hours of a future site?  Which of

24 those would you think he should have used --
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1     A.  [HAES]  Well, when we're doing RF analysis,

2 like through antennas, we look at the total power

3 that can be there -- not would be there at a certain

4 time; it's can be there -- based in the source.  So

5 we assign it the entire source amount.

6     Q.  So if you say the entire -- you give it the

7 entire source amount, that sounds like a single

8 value.  Is it?

9     A.  [HAES]  Yes, with a single transmitter, it

10 is, yes.

11     Q.  So that's not a term that gets varied in

12 your Monte Carlo, or radio towers.

13     A.  [HAES]  I don't perform Monte Carlo for RF

14 emissions.

15     Q.  Do you think people should?

16     A.  [HAES]  I don't believe their variability

17 suggests that it's necessary.

18     Q.  Okay.  I wanted to explore a little bit

19 more your assertion that the actual levels of EMF

20 can be as high as 2 milligauss to 10 milligauss, and

21 I'm looking at your response to EV-CF-21.

22     A.  [HAES]  Okay.

23     Q.  I just want to go through this.  You

24 believe that you and Dr. Valberg are both talking
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1 about EMF coming strictly from the substation and

2 its transmission lines -- I think Dr. Valberg would

3 add distribution lines and distinguish those.  Are

4 you both in agreement about what your source is?

5             MR. SCOBBO:  The question was phrased by

6 the company.

7     A.  [HAES]  I answered the question that was

8 phrased by the company.

9     Q.  Well, the company said "the proposed

10 substation," and you answered "substation and

11 transmission lines."  So I just want to make sure

12 we're not having a dispute about what's being

13 included as a -- as the source of this number that

14 you're estimating.

15     A.  [HAES]  No, I just assumed you couldn't

16 have -- you couldn't have the substation without the

17 power lines, I guess, based in the model --

18     Q.  I take no offense to that.  I just want to

19 make sure that both parties are talking about the

20 same collection of sources which would be really the

21 project, including transformers, whatever's inside

22 the substation, and including the transmission lines

23 coming in and the distribution lines going out.  I

24 just want to make sure that, as far as you're
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1 concerned, you and the company are talking about the

2 same sources.

3     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

4     Q.  Thank you.  The next thing you say, you

5 talk about is uncertainties associated with

6 predicted values.  And then you talk about plus or

7 minus 3 dB.  That's a term I'm most familiar with

8 for noise.  But is the comparable term --

9     A.  [HAES]  Factor of 2.

10     Q.  dB I thought meant "decibels," where bels

11 is a measure of sound?

12     A.  [HAES]  dB is a simple ratio.  It's to the

13 base 10.  It's a simple ratio.  There's no units to

14 decibels.

15     Q.  Okay.  So it works the same for

16 electromagnetic radiation as it does for sound?

17     A.  [HAES]  To the extent that you take the

18 decibel level, divide it by 10, and then raise 10 to

19 that level, yes.

20     Q.  Okay.  What's your basis for saying that

21 the --

22             So I could translate that second

23 sentence onto your No. 1 as predicted values are

24 typically within plus 100 slash minus 50 percent of
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1 the actual levels?  Do I have that right?  Double or

2 half --

3     A.  [HAES]  200 percent?  Oh, between half, 50

4 percent, and doubled, 200 percent.

5     Q.  Plus 200 or equal 200?

6     A.  [HAES]  Equal 200.

7     Q.  And is that your experience from looking at

8 radio frequency electromagnetic radiation?

9     A.  [HAES]  I think it's a culmination of all

10 the experience -- not just looking at radio

11 frequency, but also dealing with lower frequency as

12 well.

13     Q.  Your experience or somebody else's

14 experience?

15     A.  [HAES]  My experience and others'

16 experience.

17     Q.  Your experience is mostly in -- it's not

18 just in radio frequency, but it's in --

19     A.  [HAES]  My theoretical predictions are in

20 RF.  My total experience includes ionizing and

21 nonionizing, and the nonionizing includes low

22 frequency as well.

23     Q.  Dr. Haes, were you able to confirm whether

24 Dr. Valberg's model that he used, such as the
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1 SUBCALC model, whether that incorporates an

2 evaluation of loss of energy from radiative

3 electromagnetic waves dropping off geometrically

4 with distance?  Are you able to determine whether

5 Dr. Valberg's -- the SUBCALC model incorporates that

6 formula?

7     A.  [HAES]  I have not looked at the formula

8 within SUBCALC.

9     Q.  Earlier, when I was asking you, you said

10 that the -- I believe you said the only frequency

11 coming off a transmission line is 60 hertz, and I'll

12 take that as 60 hertz plus or minus some frequency

13 variation.

14     A.  [HAES]  I don't believe I said that.

15     Q.  When the question was what was affecting

16 the AM radio, I understood that you were saying that

17 it had to be the 60 hertz.

18     A.  [HAES]  Right.  I believe you asked me what

19 was the most likely.  It wasn't what is the only

20 thing coming off it.  Certainly there are harmonics

21 coming off, but the most likely -- the strongest

22 signal is most likely the 60 hertz.

23     Q.  Where do the harmonics come from?

24     A.  [HAES]  The primary signal.
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1     Q.  And the signal is -- is the transmission

2 line operating as an antenna?

3     A.  [HAES]  To some point, it is.

4     Q.  And is that what we're measuring?

5     A.  [HAES]  We're measuring fields from the

6 power lines.

7     Q.  And is that field part of an

8 electromagnetic wave radiating out?

9     A.  [HAES]  The individual waves, we refer to

10 them in the electromagnetic spectrum, are coming

11 away from the source.

12     Q.  And heading off into the ether, basically;

13 is that right?

14     A.  [HAES]  They're going in concentric

15 circles.

16     Q.  I think I'm all set.

17             MS. SEDOR:  Why don't we go off the

18 record.

19             (Recess for lunch.)

20             MS. SEDOR:  Let's go back in the record.

21 I think right before we took our lunch break,

22 Mr. Young had essentially finished up with

23 questioning of the panel.  But I believe he has one

24 more area of inquiry that he'd like to explore.
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1             MR. YOUNG:  Yes.  Thank you.

2     Q.  I found a document with some information in

3 electromagnetic radiation, distinguishing that from

4 electromagnetic fields.  I was looking for it

5 quickly, so like many things to do with EMF, it's

6 embedded in a document that's mostly about power

7 lines and cancer.  But that's not the purpose.

8             I'm going to distribute this.  It's a

9 website from the Medical College of Wisconsin, is

10 where I found this.  It's a long document.  I've

11 printed out the pages up to the point that I want to

12 ask you about.  The pages afterward get into health

13 effects more.

14             So Dr. Haes, what I'd like to ask you to

15 do is to first read to yourself in the Q&A part in

16 the last two pages of what I've distributed.  If

17 you'd read the Q&A No. 4 and No. 5.  Up at the top

18 it's got Page 12 of 156 and Page 13 of 156.  Do you

19 see those?

20             MR. SCOBBO:  Before Dr. Haes answers the

21 question, I'd like to make sure he has a chance to

22 look a little bit above Question 4 and a little bit

23 below.

24             MR. YOUNG:  That's fine.  And I would
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1 also add that in the front page there's a warning

2 that says this particular website has not been

3 maintained after 2005 or 2006.

4             MR. SCOBBO:  Right.  So take your time

5 and read a little bit before and a little bit after

6 so you get some context, please.

7             MS. SEDOR:  And we'll mark this excerpt

8 from the article as Exhibit EFSB-1.

9             (Exhibit EFSB-1 marked for

10 identification.)

11             MS. SEDOR:  I'll just note for the

12 record that the website address for the entire

13 article is in the bottom of each page.

14             MR. SCOBBO:  May I ask one other

15 clarifying question?  We have a panel present.  Is

16 the panel allowed to at least confer prior to Dr.

17 Haes answering the question -- if, for example, Dr.

18 Peterson has some insights or something?

19             MR. YOUNG:  Yeah, I expect that will be

20 fine.  I'm actually going to ask Dr. Haes to read

21 aloud one paragraph and tell me if he agrees or

22 disagrees.  That's what my question will be.  That

23 will be fine.

24             MR. SCOBBO:  So based in that, Eric,
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1 please read it.  You can confer if you feel -- with

2 Dr. Haes.

3     A.  [HAES]  I'm all set.

4     Q.  Dr. Haes, I'd like to do just a short

5 reading aloud.  In the Q&A, could you read into the

6 record the second of the two paragraphs there?

7     A.  [HAES]  This would be starting with No. 4?

8     Q.  In the Q&A No. 4, do you see two

9 paragraphs?  That's in Page 12 of 156.  If you could

10 read the second of those two paragraphs.

11     A.  [HAES]  "The fact that exposure to

12 power-frequency fields occurs at distances that are

13 much shorter than the wavelength of 50/60-hertz

14 radiation has important implications, because under

15 such conditions (called 'near-field'), the electric

16 and magnetic fields can be treated as independent

17 entities.  This is in contrast to electromagnetic

18 radiation, in which the electric and magnetic fields

19 are linked."

20     Q.  So for that paragraph that you just read,

21 do you agree with that?

22     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

23     Q.  Thank you.

24 BY MS. SEDOR:
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1     Q.  I just have a couple of very quick, small

2 questions, and I hope that you'll bear with me,

3 because, as I think you've heard me say already, I'm

4 not an engineer.  Let me just ask my couple of

5 questions.

6             We talked some earlier today -- and

7 actually, I think Mr. Young may come back to this in

8 part.  Under the general umbrella of possible

9 mitigation, we talked a little bit about -- and here

10 we're assuming that mitigation would be appropriate,

11 and that's not a conclusion, by any means, that has

12 been reached.  It's just a working assumption for

13 purposes of some of our questioning here.

14             One thought was, well, what if we could

15 move the facility over x number of feet further away

16 from Channel Fish?  It seems to me a counterpart to

17 that would be, could the equipment, the relevant

18 equipment inside Channel Fish be moved further away

19 from the substation?  I'm not saying or suggesting

20 that the Siting Board would require a private

21 business owner to move its facilities because

22 Eversource wants to build a substation.  I'm just

23 exploring -- trying to think of different angles

24 here and make sure that we're not leaving out any
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1 possible ways of -- any lenses to kind of look at

2 this problem.

3             I'd like to ask that of maybe Dr. Haes,

4 from a technical scientific viewpoint, would it make

5 any difference?  And then, Mr. Silvestro, could that

6 even physically be done?

7     A.  [HAES]  I believe the overall distance is

8 what matters.  So whether you move one, two, or

9 both, it's the overall distance relative to the

10 incident field.

11     Q.  And do you have any off-the-top-of-the-head

12 sense of whether there's enough room inside the

13 Channel Fish building to move the sensitive

14 equipment to make any kind of a difference in the

15 impacts of magnetic field coming from outside the

16 facility?

17     A.  [HAES]  I really don't know of any.  It

18 would be that area of -- it would depend in the area

19 of the building and the sensors that -- the

20 sensitive equipment that you're relocating into it.

21 So you'd have to pretty much have to pull out what's

22 the least sensitive and then put it in the lowest,

23 and then when you do all that, that may not match

24 with the flow of your equipment and the flow of your
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1 process, which is fish coming in, frozen food going

2 out.

3     Q.  As long as we're talking about the

4 equipment -- and this came up a little bit earlier

5 today:  I heard you all talking mostly about the

6 metal detector.  Here and there I think there have

7 been some allusions to some other equipment.  But

8 when you talk about the sensitive equipment, is it

9 mostly the metal detector, or are there other

10 specific pieces of equipment that you're concerned

11 about?

12     A.  [HAES]  It is basically all of the

13 sensitive equipment that we're concerned about.  It

14 just so happens that the metal detector is the kind

15 that we can use to demonstrate without giving us any

16 type of disastrous release.  We can't test an

17 ammonia valve and see if it's going to leak.  We

18 don't have free ammonia that we can use to start

19 leaking at various levels near the detectors to see

20 if they would work or not.

21     A.  [PETERSON]  So the ammonia sensors as well

22 as any of the electrical components that are

23 associated with them -- because in electrical

24 components, it's a really, really small current that
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1 has to be amplified to do something.  So

2 consequently it may be a very, very small signal

3 that can cause it also to not function properly --

4 appropriately.

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  May I?

6     Q.  I will get to you.  I see that you're

7 signalling.

8             Maybe this is in the record.  What I'm

9 trying to coalesce in my head is -- and maybe I'm

10 going to ask you to produce this -- a list of the

11 specific pieces of equipment that you're concerned

12 about.  Is your level of concern the same for each

13 of those pieces of equipment?

14             I guess each piece of equipment, what

15 level of magnetic field will cause adverse impacts

16 in that piece of equipment?

17     A.  [HAES]  A range of levels?

18     Q.  Sure.  Yes, help me with my list.  I think

19 you sense maybe what I'm trying to get at is:  When

20 we report to our Board, I think one question they

21 might reasonably be expected to have is, "Well,

22 staff, assuming that the substation is going to

23 have -- the EMF is going to have an impact in

24 Channel Fish, which particular pieces of equipment
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1 will it affect?  What will the adverse impacts be,

2 and how serious are those impacts in relation to

3 disrupting the business?"

4             I'm imagining maybe -- and I'm just

5 making this up -- that the metal detector is very,

6 very sensitive and its impacts would be enormous if

7 it were affected.  Machine B is slightly less

8 sensitive -- I know that a lot of this data is not

9 available -- and that if it were disrupted, the

10 impacts would be medium.

11             MR. SCOBBO:  Perhaps if you looked at

12 Exhibit Channel Fish 11, which is the rebuttal

13 testimony, Page 3?  Starting in Lines 21 through 24,

14 although not necessarily a comprehensive list of the

15 equipment, it gives you the types of equipment, and

16 that may focus your question a little bit more.

17             MS. SEDOR:  I'm sorry, the rebuttal

18 testimony, what page?

19             MR. SCOBBO:  3, Lines 21 through 24.

20 And that may focus both your questions and the

21 answers.

22             MS. SEDOR:  No, I've read that, and

23 that's what I'm getting at:  Most of the testimony

24 and certainly the testing, the experiment, has all
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1 focused in the metal detector.  So I don't really

2 have a good sense of -- I mean, there was some

3 discussion by Dr. Peterson of the ammonia sensors.

4 It just says they would be impacted, period.  I

5 don't know anything more than that.  That doesn't

6 give me very much information about is this a

7 serious problem, is this something that might happen

8 once every hundred years, is it a minor

9 inconvenience to the business, or is it something

10 that is going to shut everything down and cause a

11 severe hardship for Mr. Silvestro?

12             MR. SCOBBO:  I also think there's a

13 response to an information request which lists all

14 the equipment.  Now, it may not have the same impact

15 in each and every element, but there is one that

16 lists all the electronic equipment.

17             MS. SEDOR:  You're going to have to bear

18 with me.

19             MR. SCOBBO:  Sure.

20             MS. SEDOR:  What I'm asking for is to

21 have this pulled together for me.

22             MR. SCOBBO:  Sure.  I get it.  I'm just

23 trying to focus your question.

24             MS. SEDOR:  I appreciate that.  And I am
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1 familiar with most of the record, and I'm asking,

2 frankly, for a little work to be done for my

3 benefit, to have that pulled together so that I can

4 report to our Board just what the impacts are

5 asserted to be in this business if this substation

6 is built.  Is that clear?

7     Q.  Dr. Peterson?

8     A.  [PETERSON]  A lot of what I do is called

9 quantitative risk assessment.  So, for instance, in

10 a facility there's databases that would tell you,

11 say, for instance, the frequency of failure of

12 different types of items.  So from that viewpoint,

13 that can be done.  But I'm not so sure it could be

14 done, let's say, with respect to the magnetic impact

15 in it, because I think that the frequency can only

16 go up, it can't go down.

17             But we can at least give a baseline

18 whether it would be -- without the magnetic impact,

19 and that would tell you what you'd expect the

20 frequency of occurrence just because that substation

21 is there.  It could tell you if there's a release,

22 and if there's a release that's that close, it could

23 tell you the likelihood that it would be ignited,

24 let's say, or it would be released within the plant.
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1     Q.  I'm actually not following that, because I

2 thought what you were starting to say was that

3 there's a certain level -- certain frequency or

4 incidence of failure whether the substation there is

5 or not.

6     A.  [PETERSON]  Correct.  That part is there.

7 So if you know that it fails and you find out what

8 the consequences would be of it failing, you would

9 get a size of the plume, let's say, that would come

10 out as ammonia.  If that was going to be near the

11 ignition source, there could be a probability for

12 it.  So that can be the baseline.  Those can be done

13 with respect to those types of safety equipment.

14 But I don't know about the magnetic detector, and I

15 don't know how it would be impacted.  But it

16 wouldn't get any better, it could only get worse

17 with the magnetic field.  That's all I was saying.

18     Q.  I think that's a good point, that we don't

19 want to attribute to the substation what could

20 happen in any event.

21             MS. GOODHEART:  If I may:  It occurred

22 to me that, trying to get a sense of what you're

23 interested in, it might be useful for Mr. Silvestro

24 to explain which equipment is mission critical for
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1 his operation.

2             MS. SEDOR:  I know that he wants to say

3 something, so that's a good suggestion.  Why don't

4 we turn to Mr. Silvestro at this point.

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  When I first heard about the

6 substation, my first concern was for my employees.

7 My second concern was immediately, because I know

8 I've had problems in the past with electromagnetic

9 fields, which I don't know about -- I'm a

10 fishmonger.  But it upset my metal detector in the

11 past, and there was a number of different times and

12 a number of different causes, we surmised -- again,

13 not being engineers.

14             But as I dug into this and started

15 reverting to experts and the technical people, such

16 as my refrigeration company that works in my

17 equipment, my electricians that work in my

18 equipment, as well as my own employees, we just kept

19 coming up with more and more different things that

20 are controlled by electricity, to put it most

21 simplistically.  And my refrigeration company said,

22 "Yes, you could get your electronically controlled

23 valves to not be operating properly if there is

24 enough of an interference."  Again, I'm speaking
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1 very plainly and in laymen's terms, because that's

2 all I know.

3             I have over a thousand valves that are

4 in my refrigeration system.  About a quarter of

5 them, 200-some-odd of them, are controlled

6 electronically.  I have a 20,000-square-foot

7 building, roughly, and about 20,000 of it -- of that

8 space is refrigerated, either frozen, a freezer, or

9 my production area is all kept refrigerated.

10             In the production area we have freezers

11 that freeze fish, to the tune of, each freezer,

12 2,000 pounds an hour, and then defrost that freezer

13 to remove that fish so it could be filled up again.

14 There are valves throughout this plant.  You can't

15 just go and say one item or the other and can you

16 move it.  And this is what I'm getting back to your

17 original question, can you move it.

18             If it was just the metal detector, I'd

19 have to move a whole conveyor line, process line --

20 not that it's not doable.

21             But what else can there be?  Can I

22 really move that and still operate?  And don't

23 forget, I'm 24/7.  I'm performing a service for the

24 seafood industry, and if I have to stop for a week
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1 to move my line, I have a week of fish, awful,

2 building up and down the Eastern Seaboard that I'm

3 not going to be able to process.

4             So I have to duplicate things.  I have a

5 lot of duplicity in my plant.  That's why I have two

6 metal detectors.  My ammonia sniffers, as we call

7 them, they sniff ammonia for ammonia leaks.  I don't

8 know how they actually work, but they are very

9 sensitive, and they're very sensitive to a number of

10 different things.  I'm constantly monitoring my

11 operation, and the equipment in that operation.

12 Even when nobody's there, I'm getting information

13 that's telling me what's going in or what's not

14 going in that should.

15             I don't feel like a new neighbor should

16 be allowed to come in and upset what I'm doing and

17 then I have to go and figure out how to move things

18 around.  The burden of guilt should be in them to

19 prove they're not going to disrupt what I'm doing.

20 And to go and pinpoint it in a particular piece of

21 equipment, I can't do that.  Maybe they could, but I

22 doubt it would be an easy and inexpensive task.

23 BY MR. YOUNG:

24     Q.  Mr. Silvestro, just a clarification in one
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1 thing you said.  You said 200-some-odd valves were

2 electronically controlled.  Are those hard-wired?

3     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.

4     Q.  And then the ones that aren't

5 electronically controlled are hydraulically or what?

6     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Hand valves.

7 BY MS. SEDOR:

8     Q.  Thank you.  That was very helpful.  It

9 gives me a much better picture of what's going in at

10 your facility.  I appreciate that.

11     A.  [SILVESTRO]  If I may:  The pipelines with

12 these valves in them are all over the plant -- in

13 the roofs, going through the plant.  It's just not

14 that simple.

15     Q.  The picture you're painting is not just one

16 isolated machine that could be picked up and moved

17 to another location.

18     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Correct.

19     Q.  In fact, it kind of mirrors something

20 Mr. Zicko says:  It's a system; it's not one

21 particular component.

22     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I was kind of upset this

23 morning when you guys told me you visited next door.

24 I wish you would have come over.  I would have made
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1 you a cup of coffee, at least.

2     Q.  Well, that was long before you were a party

3 to the case.  That was in the very early stages.

4     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I've always been a party to

5 the location, though.

6             MR. SCOBBO:  In that regard, would it be

7 beneficial for the panel to actually view the

8 Channel Fish facility?

9             MS. SEDOR:  We could take that under

10 advisement.

11             MR. SCOBBO:  I just want to make sure

12 you know it's available if you want to do it.  It

13 may give you a very good picture, and also the

14 company.

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  If I may add to that:  If you

16 can't physically get out there, that's part of the

17 reason why I brought this guy, my IT guy.  We not

18 only monitor it by alarms and phones; we've got it

19 all monitored by cameras.  We can show you, if you

20 don't know what fish going down the line through a

21 metal detector looks like, we can show you that

22 momentarily if you want.

23     Q.  Thanks.  I appreciate the offer, and we'll

24 think about it.
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1             Your answer just now I think mostly

2 answers the next question I was going to ask, but

3 I'm going to ask it just to have it in the record

4 anyway.  I'm looking at Page 2 of -- and you don't

5 really need to look at this.  But this is the report

6 that is Attachment B to Dr. Haes's testimony, and

7 it's the page -- Ms. Shapiro was referring to this

8 page earlier.  It's where some conclusions are set

9 out in bullets about there being a negligible

10 impact, for example, in personal health and safety

11 and so forth.

12             The phrase that I noticed -- I'm looking

13 at the last bullet in Page 2, where the conclusion

14 is there would be a moderate-intensity impact,

15 affecting the normal operation of unshielded

16 sensitive equipment.  And we've talked a little bit

17 about what the sensitive equipment is.

18             We've talked about shielding in the

19 sense of shielding the facility, perhaps, from the

20 substation.  I'm wondering, does this reference to

21 unshielded equipment suggest that the equipment

22 itself could somehow be shielded?  I'm sensing,

23 since this is being described as a facilitywide

24 issue, that probably you can't just shield
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1 individual pieces of equipment.  But I'm wondering

2 about that descriptor.  Why are you referring to it,

3 Dr. Haes, as -- specifically as "unshielded

4 sensitive equipment"?

5     A.  [HAES]  What I was getting across in this

6 point is that there is a difference between shielded

7 equipment -- shielded sensitive equipment and

8 unshielded sensitive equipment.  There is equipment

9 that we know is susceptible, and it has been made

10 hardened, if you will, to either an electromagnetic

11 pulse or to certain levels of electromagnetic field

12 intensity.  Your cell phone is one of those.  It's a

13 device that is made to operate due to its own

14 generation of signal.

15             So that would be considered a type of

16 shielded equipment, where it's shielded against a

17 certain effect, where you'd have a metal detector

18 that was, my guess, never intended to be used in a

19 field of electromagnetic fields, which is why the

20 operating manual says not to.  That would be

21 considered unshielded.

22     Q.  Okay.  Thank you.

23 BY MR. YOUNG:

24     Q.  Dr. Haes, in an experimental sense, would
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1 you be able to generate a given magnetic field of,

2 you know, 1 milligauss, something like that?

3     A.  [HAES]  If I were to outsource it, yes.  I

4 know several labs that have chambers that they can

5 provide known fields in milligauss of different

6 frequencies.

7     Q.  When you were describing the information

8 that you did get from Channel Fish, you -- I don't

9 remember exactly how you described determining that

10 there was interference in the metal detector.  I

11 wonder if you could describe that.

12     A.  [HAES]  It was by observing the operation,

13 both stand-up and then normal operating procedures.

14     Q.  What was different that led you to think it

15 was not operating -- first, explain that to me.  I

16 don't know what "stand-up" and "normal" means.

17     A.  [HAES]  To start up operation, you start

18 the machine by turning it in and then giving it time

19 to warm up.  And while it's warming up, you can see

20 green bars going across that tell you the status of

21 the equipment.

22     Q.  So startup and normal.

23     A.  [HAES]  Right.

24     Q.  I think one of the areas you were present
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1 for the test and the other you were reporting what

2 the facility saw?

3     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

4     Q.  For the one that you saw, how did you know

5 that the metal detector was being interfered with,

6 that it wasn't working properly?

7     A.  [HAES]  There was a point where the metal

8 detector was sitting here in, the belt was not

9 moving, and all of a sudden we got an alarm saying

10 there was a piece of metal in the belt; but the belt

11 wasn't moving, and nothing had changed.

12     Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  I'd like to make a

13 modification of the record request that we made to

14 the company yesterday, that was RR-35.  Dr.

15 Valberg's not in the panel, but as I recollect, the

16 manual for SUBCALC had an illustration of a sort of

17 a rendering of -- it's in paper, so it's not really

18 3-D, but it looked like a 3-D representation of

19 modeled magnetic fields.

20             And so for the purpose of the question,

21 for all the parameters of the question, if the

22 company could add -- so this is in addition to the

23 isopleth map -- if the company could add a color 3-D

24 rendering.  The figure that I was remembering was a
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1 Figure 8 in the Channel Fish exhibit, and I don't

2 remember the number, but the title was EMF

3 Workstation 2.5:  Computer Software For Studying

4 Magnetic Field Scenarios.  You're not in the stand,

5 so I won't ask you if you understand the request.

6 So I hope you do.

7             MS. KEUTHEN:  I'm not sure that I do.

8             MR. SCOBBO:  Perhaps I could be of some

9 assistance.  The report that we provided to Dr.

10 Valberg -- and he agreed that one of the outputs of

11 SUBCALC was a 3-D representation in addition to the

12 isopleths.

13             MR. YOUNG:  That's correct, Mr. Scobbo.

14             MR. SCOBBO:  I think that's what you

15 were referring to.

16             MR. YOUNG:  That's correct.

17             MS. KEUTHEN:  Thank you.

18             MR. YOUNG:  That's an adjustment to

19 yesterday's record request.  Thank you.

20             MS. SEDOR:  For clarity, why don't we

21 label that as RR-EFSB-35 Supp.

22             (Record Request RR-EFSB-35 supp.)

23             MS. SEDOR:  I think that does conclude

24 the Bench's questioning at this point.
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1             MR. SCOBBO:  Before I do any redirect, I

2 didn't know whether there was any followup.

3             MS. KEUTHEN:  I do have a couple of

4 questions.

5             MS. SEDOR:  Please go ahead.

6              FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

7 BY MS. KEUTHEN:

8     Q.  Mr. Silvestro, this morning I believe

9 Mr. Young asked you if you had had discussions with

10 the company in regard to the location of the

11 transformer; is that correct?  I mean the

12 substation; is that correct?

13     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Correct that he asked me?

14 Yes.

15     Q.  And you testified that you have not had

16 conversations with the company regarding the

17 location of the substation in the City parcel; is

18 that right?

19     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, I did testify that way.

20     Q.  Isn't it true that you or others in your

21 behalf or in behalf of Channel Fish have asked the

22 company if the substation could be located to a

23 different part of the City parcel?

24     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I don't know if I specifically
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1 asked that.  I did want to after the lunch break

2 mention that I did remember that I have spoken to

3 Eversource people about the location of the

4 substation.  So my memory didn't serve me well this

5 morning.

6     Q.  That's fine.

7     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I actually spoke first to

8 Mr. John Hoey, when he came by my office, I believe

9 it was November 17th or 18th of 2014 -- '14.  John

10 Hoey came by the office 2014, November 17th or 18th,

11 to tell us about a meeting at the East Boston High

12 School regarding the substation -- as he put it, to

13 myself and my brother-in-law who I work with, about

14 the substation that's going over in the west side of

15 the yard.

16             It wasn't until Dan Rein went to the

17 meeting in place of me -- November 19th is my son's

18 birthday, so I didn't go.  And he called me that

19 night, and I told him he had to be wrong, because he

20 said, "It's not going over there, as John Hoey

21 mentioned to us," as we had assumed it was, because

22 I saw for some time earlier where they were running

23 the conduits.  I drive by there every day, coming to

24 work, so I saw the work, and I understood they were
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1 putting conduits in the Chelsea Creek.  And that's

2 where I had assumed the substation was going to go,

3 and that's where John Hoey told us it was going to

4 go, and then we went to the meeting and found out it

5 wasn't going there.

6             At a subsequent meeting at Chelsea,

7 where you folks were there, after the meeting I had

8 some discussion with different members of

9 Eversource, and we discussed the location of the

10 substation.  And yes, I asked, "Why the hell are you

11 putting it over there and then running cables out

12 into the street?  It doesn't make any sense."

13             And one of the members -- employees of

14 Eversource said to me, "I'd love to put it in the

15 west side.  It would be a lot cheaper and a lot

16 easier and makes a lot more sense."

17             So I've been asking the question ever

18 since why, especially after I saw the plans that

19 showed a substation in the west side of the lot, was

20 it moved over to the east side, right in my border?

21     Q.  So it's correct that you and others have

22 asked the company why it's located in the east side

23 rather than in the west side?

24     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I didn't wait to come here to
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1 ask.  Yes, of course I've been asking, nothing

2 formally.

3     Q.  Just to clarify what you had said this

4 morning.

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, and I wanted to clarify

6 it myself.

7     Q.  I appreciate that.  And isn't it true that

8 the company's response to those inquiries has been

9 that the company cannot move the location because

10 the City will not grant the company an additional or

11 different rights in the City parcel?

12     A.  [SILVESTRO]  No, I don't believe that's a

13 true statement.

14     Q.  So you've never been told that?

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I've been told, "It's going to

16 get built."  That's it.

17     Q.  You've never been told that the reason why

18 the company cannot build the substation in the

19 western side of the City parcel is because the

20 company does not own that portion of the property,

21 of the City parcel, and the City will not grant the

22 company additional or different rights in the City

23 parcel?

24     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Specifically told that?  No, I
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1 don't believe I've been explained it that way.  It

2 did become evident, obviously, that there were some

3 issues, after getting all this paperwork and doing

4 all this research.

5     Q.  And isn't it true that representatives of

6 Channel Fish or individuals representing the

7 interests of Channel Fish have approached the City

8 with regard to either moving the company's

9 substation to the western side or otherwise?

10     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Can you repeat the question?

11     Q.  Yes.  Isn't it true that representatives of

12 Channel Fish or individuals representing the

13 interests of Channel Fish have approached the City

14 of Boston with regard to either moving the company's

15 substation -- with regard to moving the company's

16 substation to the western side of the City parcel

17 instead of the location where it proposed right now?

18     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I have 85 direct employees and

19 another 15 indirect.  I have a lot of friends and

20 neighbors in the area, and I know a lot, or a few,

21 of the politically active people and the politicians

22 in the area.  That, I guess, is what you're speaking

23 of, with people who might have represented Channel

24 Fish.
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1     Q.  Represented the interests of Channel Fish.

2     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Represented the interests of

3 Channel Fish or used the interests of Channel Fish,

4 but they're also interested as well.  And they have

5 gone to Eversource?

6     Q.  No, that wasn't the question.  I was asking

7 whether they had contacted the City of Boston.

8     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I'm sure there have been,

9 yeah.  Why not?

10     Q.  And have you received any feedback from

11 those contacts?

12     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I've received a lot of

13 feedback from a lot of different directions.  I'm

14 not quite sure I understand what you're asking.

15     Q.  Well, I asked before if you were aware of

16 individuals who had contacted the City of Boston in

17 connection with Channel Fish's concerns regarding

18 the location of the Eversource proposed substation

19 in East Eagle Street.

20     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I'm aware that I've gone to

21 politicians and other people and asked them to talk

22 to you folks and ask why does it have to go there

23 and are you open to changing.  Is that what you're

24 asking?
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1     Q.  Yes.

2     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.

3     Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  And isn't it true that

4 the responses that you've received have been in

5 substance that the City won't allow the company to

6 move its location of the proposed substation?

7             MR. SCOBBO:  Objection.  Responses from

8 whom?

9     Q.  Mr. Silvestro, you testified that you have

10 gone to politicians and other people and asked them

11 to talk to -- to ask why the substation -- why the

12 company is not open to changing its location of the

13 substation.  Is that right?

14     A.  [SILVESTRO]  No, I didn't ask why the

15 company isn't open to changing the location.

16     Q.  I think your testimony was, "I'm aware that

17 I've gone to politicians and other people and asked

18 them to talk to you folks and ask why does it have

19 to go there and are you opening to change?"

20     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.

21     Q.  So again, I'm getting confused.  So you

22 testified before that you are aware that politicians

23 and other officials in the City of Boston have been

24 contacted with regard to this issue; is that right?
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1     A.  [SILVESTRO]  I'm trying to make everybody

2 aware of it, yes -- except for the neighbors that

3 I've been told indirectly don't start blowing this

4 whistle yet about two 115,000-volt lines that are

5 going to be maybe 10 feet from their front doors.

6 No, I've been told to not do that at this time.  I,

7 unlike Dr. Valberg, feel that that's not a good

8 thing.

9     Q.  Mr. Haes, you testified this morning that

10 harmonics were the cause of -- rather -- yes, that

11 harmonics were the cause of the AM radio

12 disturbances that you described.  Is that correct?

13     A.  [HAES]  I believe what I said is it could

14 have been due to the primary signal and/or the

15 harmonics or a combination thereof.

16     Q.  Isn't it true that corona effects, not

17 harmonics, is the cause of a radio disturbance from

18 a 60 hertz overhead transmission line?

19     A.  [HAES]  As far as what actually occurs

20 within the equipment to me is irrelevant.  What I

21 was answering the question is, what is the cause of

22 electromagnetic interference, not is --

23             So the cause of the electromagnetic

24 interference is the electromagnetic field.  That is
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1 the source term.  If you get rid of that

2 electromagnetic field, then that corona won't

3 happen.  So therefore the cause is the

4 electromagnetic field.

5     Q.  When you testified this morning with regard

6 to measurements that you took at various locations

7 at the Channel Fish facility in July, what did you

8 measure or quantify with regard to harmonics in the

9 electrical system?

10     A.  [HAES]  I did not measure any harmonics

11 associated with this.  My measurement techniques

12 involve just the 60 hertz, in order to be comparing

13 against the Dr. Valberg report.

14     Q.  Thank you.

15             FURTHER BENCH EXAMINATION

16 BY MR. YOUNG:

17     Q.  Just to clean up the record a little bit:

18 Mr. Silvestro, you referred to two people by name,

19 and I wonder if you could identify them and who

20 they're with.  One was John Hoey, and the other one

21 was Dan Rein?

22     A.  [SILVESTRO]  There's John Hoey.

23     Q.  My purpose is for the record.

24     A.  [SILVESTRO]  John Hoey is a man, sharply
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1 dressed, sitting in the back row.

2     Q.  They're both very handsome.  For the

3 purpose of the written record, I just wanted to know

4 who they worked for or --

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  John Hoey works for

6 Eversource, and Dan Rein works for me.

7     Q.  Thank you.  That's what I needed to know.

8 Thank you.

9             MR. SCOBBO:  And they both look

10 marvelous.

11             MS. SEDOR:  Mr. Scobbo?

12             MR. SCOBBO:  Yes.

13                REDIRECT EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. SCOBBO:

15     Q.  The first question I have I was going to

16 ask Mr. Silvestro.  The amount of information that

17 you received as a result of intervening in this

18 case, is it more or less than the information that

19 was handed to you by Eversource in any conversation

20 you had with them?

21     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Much more.  The amount of

22 information I've received as an intervenor?

23     Q.  Let me repeat the question.  Was the amount

24 of information that you received as the result of an
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1 intervention in this case more or less than the

2 information that was provided to you in any

3 conversation you had with Mr. Hoey or anyone else at

4 Eversource?

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  If I understand your question

6 correctly, it was much more.

7     Q.  And you got that information as a result of

8 intervention?

9     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, being an intervenor.  Is

10 that what you mean?

11     Q.  Yes.

12     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.

13     Q.  Thank you.  Dr. Haes, I have a couple of

14 questions I wanted to follow up in with the

15 questioning that was done by both the Bench and by

16 Eversource.

17             Do you remember the line of questioning

18 that both had with respect to measurement versus

19 modeling of EMF?

20     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

21     Q.  Now, did you model any EMF with respect to

22 any EMF impacts or -- strike that.

23             Did you model any EMF with respect to

24 Channel Fish?
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1     A.  [HAES]  No.

2     Q.  Did you measure any EMF at Channel Fish?

3     A.  [HAES]  Yes, I did.

4     Q.  When?

5     A.  [HAES]  July 28th, 2015.

6     Q.  And why?

7     A.  [HAES]  That was to gather a baseline of 60

8 hertz magnetic fields in the various axes in order

9 to determine at what level the shielded or

10 unshielded sensitive equipment has been in

11 operation.

12     Q.  And to that baseline what did you do?  What

13 did you do with that baseline?  Did you apply

14 anything to it?

15     A.  [HAES]  I provided data in tabular form in

16 x, y, and z direction.

17     Q.  In your answer to me and also in earlier

18 questioning, there was some discussion with respect

19 to magnetic fields as a result of 60 hertz

20 frequencies.  Do you recall that?

21     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

22     Q.  Do you recall the questioning with respect

23 to whether you had any experience with 60 hertz

24 magnetic fields with transmission lines or
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1 substations?

2     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

3     Q.  Do you recall the line of questioning that

4 was asked of you with respect to EMF as a result of

5 radio frequency?

6     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

7     Q.  Is a radio frequency higher than the

8 frequency with respect to a substation or

9 transformer?

10     A.  [HAES]  It's higher.

11     Q.  And by what?  What's the magnitude?  What's

12 the difference?

13     A.  [HAES]  Several orders of magnitude.

14     Q.  So it's much higher than 60.

15     A.  [HAES]  Much higher.

16     Q.  And do you recall the line of questioning

17 and/or discussion with respect to, I think you

18 called it DC?

19     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

20     Q.  And what is that?

21     A.  Direct current.

22     Q.  Direct current?  And what was the hertz

23 there?

24     A.  [HAES]  That's zero hertz.
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1     Q.  And is that zero hertz or 60 hertz or going

2 up to high-frequency hertz, is that the spectrum of

3 frequencies about which there was an awful lot of

4 discussion --

5     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

6     Q.  -- today?

7             If one were to first measure -- not

8 model, but measure -- the EMF as a result of that

9 spectrum or any point in that spectrum or any two

10 points in that spectrum -- if you were to model --

11 or, excuse me, measure the EMF, what would be the

12 measurement of output?

13     A.  [HAES]  It would be the field value.

14     Q.  And would that be milligauss?

15     A.  For magnetic it would be milligauss.  For

16 electric field it would be volt per meter, for

17 example.

18     Q.  And if one were to model the EMF or the

19 electric fields resulting from any point in that

20 spectrum, what would be the measurement in which it

21 would be reported?

22     A.  [HAES]  It would be the same as what you

23 would nominally measure.  You would present the

24 field value.
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1     Q.  So if I were to conclude that a milligauss

2 emanating from 60 hertz as well as zero -- or 10

3 hertz or 1,000 hertz measured in milligauss, it

4 really doesn't matter, does it?

5     A.  [HAES]  It really doesn't matter from what

6 standpoint?  I'm sorry.

7     Q.  Does the output matter, if it's measured in

8 milligauss?

9     A.  [HAES]  No, the output doesn't matter at

10 all.

11     Q.  Whether it's from 60, 1,000, or 10 hertz;

12 is that right?

13     A.  [HAES]  Correct.

14     Q.  Now, Mr. Spako, there was a series of

15 questions asked by you of Mr. Young, most of which I

16 don't remember.  But they had to do with voltage and

17 current and electromagnetic fields.  They were asked

18 of Dr. Haes, I should say.  Do you remember that

19 line of questioning?

20     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes, I do.

21     Q.  And at the time I had asked whether anyone

22 could chime in and provide some expertise with

23 respect to responding to Mr. Young's questions, and

24 he said to save it to redirect.  Do you remember
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1 that?  If you don't, take my word for it.  That's

2 what he said.

3     A.  [SPAKO]  Yes.

4     Q.  Now's the time.  Do you have any comments

5 or any information you can add in response to at

6 least what you recall to be Mr. Young's questioning?

7     A.  [SPAKO]  I recall the question to be can

8 you have a voltage in a wire without a current, and

9 that answer is certainly yes.  And I can demonstrate

10 that with any light switch.  The voltage is there.

11 You throw the -- the voltage is always at the

12 switch.  You throw the switch, the light comes in.

13 You open the switch, the light goes off.  The

14 voltage is still in the wire.  It's still live.  If

15 you touched it, it would be unpleasant.

16     Q.  What impact does that have, if at all, in

17 modeling EMF?

18     A.  [SPAKO]  I don't know.

19     Q.  That's not your expertise?

20     A.  [SPAKO]  It is not my expertise.

21     Q.  Does anyone else have a viewpoint in that?

22     A.  [PETERSON]  As to whether or not the switch

23 is in or off?

24     Q.  If he said -- what he said was there's
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1 always voltage.  Does that have any impact in the

2 modeling of EMF?

3     A.  [HAES]  What you'll have to do is, you'll

4 have to model the electric -- if you're modeling the

5 electric field, there will still be an electric

6 field, like, for example, in your electric blanket.

7 If you turn in your electric blanket or not, it

8 still has a voltage applied to it; and even if you

9 turn it down or even turn it off and go to sleep, as

10 long as it's plugged in, it's still going to have a

11 voltage applied to it.

12             Because it has a voltage, there is going

13 to be a difference between the ground plane, and

14 therefore that difference between the ground plane

15 and the charge plane, there's going to be a voltage.

16 And so in modeling, you would have to account for

17 that.

18     Q.  Do you agree with that?

19     A.  [PETERSON]  Basically, yes.  But at a

20 smaller scale, you'll still have oscillations in the

21 wire.  And those themselves will give small magnetic

22 fields, bought they'll be swamped out by the others.

23 So I don't want to muddy the waters.  So there's

24 still a bit of a magnetic field.  So there's still
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1 oscillation within the wire, but it's just sloshing

2 back and forth.  You can't stop the electrons.  If

3 an electron, which is a charged particle, moves --

4 if it's moving, it will always give rise to a

5 magnetic field, but it will be very, very weak.

6     Q.  Does that complete your answer?

7     A.  [PETERSON]  Yes.

8     Q.  Mr. Silvestro, there's been an awful lot of

9 discussion, both in particular and also generally,

10 about sensitive electronic equipment at Channel

11 Fish.  Would you agree?

12     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.

13     Q.  Now, is Channel Fish inspected by any

14 administrative agency?

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes, many different agencies.

16     Q.  Like what?

17     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Such as USDC, the FDA, OSHA,

18 Boston Water and Sewer, Boston Fire Department,

19 Boston Division of Health, State Environmental

20 Police, Department of Public Safety for boilers.  My

21 customers send their own inspectors, customers such

22 as Nestle Purina PetCare; Iams, Procter & Gamble;

23 KalKan-slash Mars; State Board of Health; and the

24 EPA and Mass. DEP.
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1     Q.  Do any of these agencies or enterprises

2 that inspect Channel Fish have any concern with

3 respect to, for example, ammonia or the working of

4 the valves or anything of that sort, or detectors?

5     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.

6     Q.  Which ones?

7     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Boston Fire Department is very

8 interested, and OSHA of course is very interested.

9 Boston Water and Sewer to some extent is interested.

10 I assume some of the other agencies that are dealing

11 with health and safety would also be interested.

12     Q.  Now, with respect to your customers --

13 which you named a few of them, such as Purina, et

14 cetera -- is there a -- what are their concerns?

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Their concerns are that I'm

16 selling them a wholesome product that is produced in

17 a good way.  One of their latest concerns was that

18 if anybody even noticed in the papers how slave

19 labor in the seafood industry in far East Asia has

20 been a big problem, and we have to sign documents

21 that we're producing our product without --

22     Q.  Let me be more specific.  Are those

23 customers concerned about moisture content?

24     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Those customers are very
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1 concerned about moisture content and fat content and

2 ash and protein.  But the ones that fluctuate the

3 most are moisture and fat.

4     Q.  And do you have electronic equipment that

5 measures that that they like to see the output from

6 and so in?

7     A.  [SILVESTRO]  Yes.  I have electronic

8 equipment that measures the moisture and measures

9 the fat, and I have two of these setups, one of them

10 at my plant at 370 East Eagle Street and another one

11 at my property at 305 East Eagle Street.

12     Q.  At the risk of beating a dead horse,

13 they're also interested in metal being in the fish,

14 are they not?

15     A.  [SILVESTRO]  They're extremely interested

16 in metal and any other foreign material that may be

17 in the fish.

18             MR. SCOBBO:  I have no other questions

19 in redirect.

20             FURTHER BENCH EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. YOUNG:

22     Q.  Mr. Silvestro, when you were, I think,

23 listing some agencies, one I didn't recognize, USDC.

24 Who is that?
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1     A.  [SILVESTRO]  U.S. Department of Commerce.

2 The seafood industry is not regulated by the USDA,

3 as a lot of the other food industries are.  We are

4 regulated by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

5             MR. SCOBBO:  I actually do have one

6 other question.  I'm sorry.  I just realized it.

7             MS. SEDOR:  That's fine.

8             FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. SCOBBO:

10     Q.  During the course of the questioning by

11 Mr. Young, he asked a question with respect to what

12 has been marked as Exhibit EFSB-1 for

13 identification, and he asked Dr. Haes to read the

14 second paragraph in response to the question in Page

15 12 of 156, Question 4.

16     A.  [SILVESTRO]  That's still directed towards

17 me?

18     Q.  No, this is Dr. Haes.

19     A.  [HAES]  Yes.

20     Q.  And he asked you whether you agreed with

21 that paragraph or disagreed with that paragraph;

22 right?

23     A.  [HAES]  That's correct.

24     Q.  For those of us that don't understand this,
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1 can you tell me what at least the question is asking

2 and what the two paragraphs are answering and what

3 does it mean?

4     A.  [HAES]  So the whole idea is, with

5 electromagnetic radiation, you have to compare, like

6 I've been saying all day -- you have to compare the

7 source term and then the recipient term, or the

8 victim term.  And in this case what they're saying

9 is that power frequencies have a very long

10 wavelength.  And as I had mentioned this morning, it

11 was 5,000 kilometers (sic).

12             When the wavelength gets very long, that

13 means that the electric and magnetic components need

14 to be treated independently.  The electric and

15 magnetic fields are independent of each other.  And

16 because they are independent of each other, we don't

17 refer to them as electromagnetic radiation.  They

18 are still electromagnetic fields, but we don't refer

19 to it as radiation.

20             And I'll just make a comment:  This is

21 the first time I've been to a hearing involving 60

22 hertz fields where nobody did call it radiation.  So

23 I thought that was a good thing, because it's not.

24 It's not radiation at this long wavelength.
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1             That's all this is trying to say, is

2 that it's not a radiated field, it's an inductive

3 field at these long frequencies.  But they're still

4 electromagnetic fields because you have electric and

5 magnetic fields.

6             MR. SCOBBO:  Thank you.  I don't have

7 any further questions.

8             MS. SEDOR:  Thank you, Mr. Scobbo.

9 Ms. Keuthen, did you have anything further?

10             MS. KEUTHEN:  No, I don't.

11             MS. SEDOR:  Then we are finished with

12 this panel.  And I would like to thank

13 Mr. Silvestro, Dr. Haes, Mr. Spako, and Dr. Peterson

14 very much.  The Board thanks you for coming in and

15 testifying.

16     A.  [SILVESTRO]  You're welcome.  Thank you.

17     A.  [PETERSON]  Thank you.

18             MS. SEDOR:  I think in terms of next

19 steps, we are going to adjourn at this point due to

20 the snow.  So that means that next Thursday the

21 11th, we will begin environmental impacts with the

22 Eversource environmental witnesses.  We won't do

23 zoning next Thursday; we will just get started in

24 environmental impacts, because I think there's a
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1 fair amount to be done there.  And we will start

2 with the Bench's questioning in environmental

3 impacts.

4             Ms. Keuthen, what I'd like to ask, or

5 suggest, is that, if you can get a company real

6 estate witness, we could do that in Thursday the

7 11th or the afternoon of Thursday the 18th.  It's

8 perfectly understood if those two dates don't work

9 for the person.  But those are just two suggestions,

10 that we try to make use of the days we've already

11 blocked out, if we can.

12             If we can't do the real estate person

13 the 11th or the 18th, we will do environmental

14 impacts in those dates.  We're doing environmental

15 impacts Thursday the 11th.  We'll do environmental

16 impacts Thursday the 18th and possibly-slash-

17 hopefully, we may be able to do the short real

18 estate piece either in the 11th or in the afternoon

19 of the 18th -- so not the morning of the 18th is

20 really the point there.

21             Anything else that we needed to talk

22 about?  All right.  Thank you, everyone, and good

23 luck getting home.

24             (3:31 p.m. )
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